ATTACHMENT 2:
HI-STORM 100 FSAR CHANGES (NON-PROPRIETARY)

ATTACHMENT 2 TO HOLTEC LETTER 5014755

SUPPLEMENT 1.HI: GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MPC-68M
1.111.0

GENERAL INFORMATION

The list of MPC models for use in the HI-STORM 100 System is expanded to include the MPC68M model which consists of a Metamic-HT BWR fuel basket inside the existing MPC
enclosure vessel. Information pertaining to the MPC-68M is contained in the "III" supplements
to each chapter of this FSAR. Unless superseded or specifically modified by information in the
"III" supplements, the information in the main FSAR is applicable to the HI-STORM 100
System with the MPC-68M.
Each chapter in the HI-STORM FSAR has been updated by the addition of a supplement labeled
n.III (n = chapter number) that contains all necessary information in support of Licensing
Amendment Request #1014-8 to the HI-STORM 100 CoC. This series of supplements is focused
solely on incorporating one specific MPC model containing a new BWR fuel basket design into
the HI-STORM 100 system.
1.111. 1

INTRODUCTION

The safety evaluation in the "III" Supplements supports the use of an alternate fuel basket, made
entirely of Metamic-HT, for use within the current MPC Enclosure Vessel. The canister is
referred to as MPC-68M. The same design/service life applied to the current MPC models
applies to the MPC-68M.
NUREG-1536 Revision I Section 8.4.17 provides guidance on fitel classification which is
focused on the fimctional and peiformance based requirements of the fiuel assembly. The
following definitions, consistent with this guidance, are added and are specific to the "llI"
Supplements:
Undamaged Fuel Assembly is defined as: a) a fitel assembly without known or suspected
cladding defects greater than pinhole leaks"and hairline cracks, and which can be handled by
normal means; or b) a BWR fuel assembly with an intact channel, a maximum planar average
initial of 3.3 wt% U-235, without known or suspected grossly breached spent fitel rods, and
which can be handled by normal means. An undamaged fuel assembly mav be a
repaired/reconstitutedfuel assembly.
Grossly breached spent fuel rod is a spent nuclear fiel rod with a cladding deflct that could
lead to the release of fuel particulate greater than the average size fiuel fragment jbr that
particularassembly. A gross cladding breach may be confirmed by visual examination, through
a review of reactor operating records indicating the presence of heaiy metal isotopes, or other
acceptable inspection means.
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Repaired/reconstitutedfuel assembly is a spent nuclear fuel assembly which contains dummy
fuel rod(s) that displaces an amount of water greater than or equal to the originalfitel rod(s)
and/or which contains structuralrepairsso it can be handled by normal means.

1.111.2
1.111.2.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MPC-68M
MPC-68M Characteristics

The MPC-68M contains a 68 storage cell BWR fuel basket made of co-planar slotted plates of
Metamic-HT (See Figure 1.111.1). The MPC is identified by the maximum number of fuel
assemblies it can contain in the fuel basket. The Metamic-HT in the MPC-68M serves as the
structural material of the basket and provides the necessary neutron absorption for maintaining
the fuel in a sub-critical condition. The following design characteristics of MPC-68M are
important to its function:
i.

The fuel basket is assembled from a rectilinear gridwork of plates so that there are no bends
or radii at the cell corners. This structural feature eliminates the source of severe bending
stresses in the basket structure by eliminating the offset between the cell walls that must
transfer the inertia load of the stored SNF to the basket/MPC interface during the various
postulated accident events (e.g., non-mechanistic tipover, uncontrolled lowering of a cask
during on-site transfer, or off-site transport accident events, etc.).

ii.

12,-ersisien-eExtruded aluminum shims (the so-called "Basket Shims") are installed in the
peripheral space between the fuel basket and the Enclosure Vessel to provide conformal
contact surfaces between the Basket Shims and the fuel basket and between the Basket Shims
and the Enclosure Vessel shell. The axial holes in the comer basket shims serve as the
passageway for the downwards flow of the helium gas under the thermosiphon action, which
is intrinsic to the thermal performance of all MPCs in the HI-STORM 100 system.

iii. To facilitate an effective convective circulation inside the Canister, the Enclosure Vessel is
pressurized to the same pressure level specified for the MPC-68 model. See Table 1.111. 1.
iv. The fuel basket consists of adjacent square openings (cells) separated by one wall of neutron
absorber.
The mechanical and thermophysical properties of Metamic-HT presented in-Appeodi4Section
1.111.2.4.A to this sppl......
are supported bvcxtr-actc,d from the Metamic-HT Sourcebook
[1.III.3].rcfcrcn3cd therein. The basket shims are made from creep resistant aluminum alloy
similar to those used in HI-STAR 180 (Docket No. 71-9325) [2.111.6.2]. All design aspects of the
MPC enclosure vessel (confinement boundary), including the vent and drain port arrangements
in the MPC lid, are unchanged. The MPC-68M may be loaded in all licensed aboveground HISTORM 100 overpacks.
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1.111.2.2

Operational Characteristics

The MPC-68M canister is loaded in exactly the same manner as all other MPCs certified in the
HI-STORM 100 docket, and uses the same ancillary equipment, (viz., lift cleats, lift yokes, Lid
Welding Machine, Weld Removal Machine, Cask Transporter, Mating Device, Low Profile
transporter or Zero Profile Transporter, Canister Upender, Forced Helium Dehydrator, the
Hydrostatic pressure test system and the like). The operational characteristics of the HI-STORM
overpack are unaffected.
All short-term operations, including draining of the MPC, welding of the lid, drying and filling
of the MPC cavity with inert gas, and handling of the MPC remain unchanged from the existing
practice, except that the dried and helium filled MPC-68M may reside indefinitely in the HITRAC transfer cask without the aid of the supplemental cooling system. The increased thermal
conductivity of the Metamic-HT basket maintains the steady state fuel cladding temperatures
below the ISG- 11, Revision 3 [2.0.8] limits; thus eliminating the need for the supplemental
cooling system. All other loading and unloading procedures and operations described in Chapter
8 apply to MPC-68M with the clarifications and limitations presented in Supplement 8.111.
1.111.2.2.1

Criticality Prevention

Metamic-HT is the designated neutron absorber and structural material in the MPC-68M. The
properties of Metamic-HT and key characteristics, necessary for ensuring nuclear reactivity
control, thermal, and structural performance of the basket, are presented in SectionAppeadix
1.III.2.4A.
The entire basket is made of Metamic-HT, incorporating in the fuel basket a much greater B-10
areal densityconcc tratic' than is available in the fuel baskets designs with "attached" neutron
absorber.- This accrues three major safety and reliability advantages:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The BWR basket may store high enrichment fuel (i.e., fuel with up to 4.8 wt% U-235
initial planar enrichment) without reliance on gadolinium or bum-up credit.
The neutron absorber cannot detach from the basket or displace within it.
Axial movement of the fuel with respect to the basket due to internal clearances has no
reactivity consequence because the entire length of the basket contains the same
concentration of the B- 10 isotope.

During storage, criticality control measures beyond the integral neutron poison in the storage cell
walls are not necessary because of the low reactivity of the fuel in the dry helium-filled canister
and the design features that prevent water from intruding into the canister fuel storage space.
1.111.2.2.2

Structural Considerations

Due to the low density of the Metamic-HT material and the optimized fuel basket design, the
loaded weight of the MPC-68M (see Supplement 3.111) is less than the loaded weight of the
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MPC-68. Therefore, the lifting features on the MPC are unchanged and all of the lifting and
handling equipment used to lift and handle the loaded MPC-68 may also be used to lift and
handle the loaded MPC-68M.
1.I1.2.2.3

Thermal Considerations

The MPC-68M, for an identical heat load, is intrinsically capable of more cooling effectiveness
than the MPC-68, due to the higher thermal conductivity of Metamic-HT (approximately I order
of magnitude greater than the thermal conductivity of Alloy X), the use of full length aluminum
basket shims, and the hard-anodizing of the basket and basket shim materials to obtain high
emissivities. Thus satisfaction of the ISG-I temperature limits with acceptable margins is
assured.
1.111.2.2.4

Shielding Considerations

The MPC68M basket consists of homogeneously dispersed boron carbide (10% minimum by
weight). The B-10 areal density of the Metamic-HT panels which make up the basket is
consistent with the areal density of the Metamic classic neutron poison panels in the MPC-68,
therefore provides equivalent neutron shielding. From an overall shielding perspective the MPC68M is expected to provide similar, if not better, shielding characteristics as the MPC-68. The
MPC enclosure vessel, overpack, and transfer cask shielding properties are not modified.
1.111.2.3

Cask Contents

The MPC-68M is designed to accommodate up to sixty-eight intae-tundamnaged BWR fuel
assemblies. Up to sixteen damaged fuel containers (DFCs) containing BWR damaged fuel
assemblies and/or up to eight DFCs containing fuel debris may be stored in the following fuel
storage locations: 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 16, 25, 34, 35, 44, 53, 60, 61, 66, 67, and/or 68 (Figure 1.111.2),
with the remaining fuel storage locations filled with intaet-undamaged B WR fuel assemblies.
Table 1.2.2 as supplemented by Table 1.111. 1 provides the key system data and parameters for the
MPC-68M.

[PROPRIETARY TEXT WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]
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[PROPRIETARY TEXT WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]

(b)

Thermo-Physical Propertiesof Metamic-HT

Metamic-HT was subject to an exhaustive test program priorto its certification by the USNRC in
the HI-STAR 180 transport package. The results of the tests provide the authoritative
information on the characteristics of Metamic-HT and are archived in the Metamic-HT
Sourcebook [1.111.3] which is the source of much of the information summarized in this subsection. As defined in this SAR. a critical characteristicof a material is one that is significant to
its safetyfunction. Forpurposes of manufacturingcontrol, those critical characteristicsthat play
a direct role in the ability of the mel basket to render an essential safety.function and are subject
to minor variation in prodhuction are defined as Primaty properties. Those properties that are
not used in any of the sqfeo) analyses in this SAR are termed "ancillay" properties. Finally,
those properties that bear upon the sqfety analysis but are essentiallv non-variant (such as
density, heat capacity etc.) are denoted as "Invariant" properties. Prinary properties are
differentiated from the ancillar, and invariant properties by the following two key
characteristics which require them to be subjected to an extensive statistical in-production
testing protocol (set down in Chapter9).
(i) The' are used in the safet, analysis simulations,and
(ii) They are subject to lot-to-lot variability due to variation in the manujfacturing
parameters.
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Thermal and inertia properties of Metamic-HT, such as density heat capacity thermal
expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity and emissivity are stable properties that are not
subject to significant variations among different lots in the production cycle. There/ore,
following the practice similarly used in the ASME codes, such properties are treated as
"invariant" and their reftrence values are excerptedfrom the Sourcebook and provided in Table
1.II. 3 for analysis purposes.Properties that are not used in this saeqp analysis are elongation,
charpy impact strength and lateral expansion. In accordance with the definition above these are
ancillatyproperties.
PrimaryProperties
Tensile strength, yield strength. young's modulus andpercent areareduction are properties that
directly bear upon the structuralstrength of the basket. Therefore, their minimum guaranteed
values (MGVs) specified in this report must be used in the stkength and deflection analyses
performed on the basket and reported in Supplement 3.111 herein. The specified MGVs are
subject to a programmaticconfirmatory test regimen duringproduction as described in
Supplement 9.111.
Young's modulus is the slope of the stress/straincurve in the elastic range of the material. The
deflection of a structure, such as a laterally loaded beam, is inversely proportional to the
material's Young's modulus (ClassicalKirchoff's Equation). Because the structuralacceptance
criterionjbr the Metamic-HT panels is deflection based, the lower bound value of E (i.e. MGV)
should be used in the analysis models.
Area reduction measured in the tensile test coupons enables the "true strain" to be correlatedto
the "engineering strain". This property is needed for defining the stress-strain curve of the
material in the structuralanalysis model.
The MGJ/s• of all primarypropertiesidentified in the foregoing are provided in Table 1.111.2 and
are either equal to or less than their correspondingvalues derivedfrom the test program
[1.111.3].
Finally, as is well known in the literature[I.I1I.10]. the yield and ultimate strength olaluminum
alloys, like all metals, may be substantially greater than the static values (reported as MGfVs)
because of dynamic efects that arise from rapid strain rates associated with impactive or
impulsive loads. For conservatism, contrary to the standardpracticeJbr stainless steel baskets,
credit.for strain rate effects on Metamic-HT's strengthproperties has not been taken in this SAR.
This additionalconservatism has been deliberately incorporatedto amplify the computed strains
and deflections in the basket panels, which has the direct ef.'ect of reducing the computed safety
margins.
Ancillary,Properties
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Ancillar3y properties are those that are not required in the saftny analysis in this FSAR.
Propertiesthat are not used in this sajflv analysis are elongation, chaipy impact strength and
lateral expansion. Elongation is not utilized in the stnrctural model because it is a redundant
property, subsumed in the mechanical properties discussed above. Therefore, it is an ancillary
property.
Creep of the basket panel under extended lateral loadingfrom the basket under normal service
condition was another subject of investigation in the Metamic-HT qualificationprogram. If the
basket is horizontal (which is the case under transportO then the lateral deflection of the basket
panels due to creep would impact the criticality control characteristics. Therefbre, it is
necessary' to ensure that the total deformation due to creep will remain within a specified
(tolerable) limit. To make the generic safety determinationfor Metamic-HT panels in the fiel
basket, creep tests were carriedoutfor a significant length of time (approximately 20,000 hours)
at different temperalures and stresvs levels to permit a correlation to be developed. As shown in
the Metamic-HT sourcebook, the design basis creep equation developed therein bounds all
creep data from the test program with large margins. Because the fuel basket is always in the
vertical orientation in HI-STORMI
creep is not an operative mechanism Job basket dejbrmation.
Therefore, creep strength qualifies as an ancillaryproperty.
The data on charpy strength and lateralexpansion were compiled in the Metamic-HT evaluation
program (2005-2008) to study crack propagation in material containing internalflaws or preexisting defects to ensure that any.flaw in the Metamic-HT panels will not grow andpropagate
due to stress encountered during service. A bounding crack propagationstudy in the MetamicHT Sourcebook using lowerbound propertiesfrom the test program confirmed that the MetamicHT7 panels in the baskets are not vulnerable to crack propagation under transport service
conditions (which entails repetitive impactive loadings). In storage, where there are no
significant impactive loads under any of the operatingmodes,, -Cv and 2 are not germane to any
safety analysis in this FSAR making them as ancillary properties (i.e. not essential to saft~y
analysis). Authoritative test based values of the above ancillaryproperties can be obtainedfrom
the Melamic-HT sourcebook I].II. 3], if needed.
InvariantProperties
Thermal and inertia properties of Metamic-HT, such as density, heat capacity, thermal
expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity and emissiviot are stable properties that are not
subject to significant variations among different lots in the production cycle. Therejbre,
following the practice similarly used in the ASME codes, such properties are treated as
"invariant" and their reference values are exceiptedfrom the Sourcebook and provided in Table
1.111.3 for analysis purposes. The significance of invariant properties in the thermal design of
Metamic-HT equipped casks is evahlated below.
i1hermal Conductivity and Emissivit"
The thermalperformance of the cask is a direct function of emissivity and thermal conductivity
properties-. Therefbre, to obtain a lowerbound thermal peiformance, it is necessary to define a
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lowerbound value Jbr analysis. To this end suitable lowerbound emissivit, and conductivitv
values supported by Metamic-HT test data are adopted in Table 1.111.3 The use of lowerbound
thermal conductivity and emissivity in the thermal analysis ensures thatfor any given heat load,
the computed metal temperatures will be upperbound values. Because the mechanical strength
properties of metals decrease with increasing temperature, the over prediction of temperatures
in the thermal analysis also ensures conservatism in the structural analysis by requiringthe use
of smaller-than-actualstrength vahles.
,Specific Gravity. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion and Specific Heal
As justified below these propertieshave a second order effect on the thermal design of MetamicHT equipped casks.
Specific gravity is used to establish the weight of the cask. Because the fiel basket is constructed
of a light weight material (90% is aluminum) its weight is a simall fraction of the host cask.
Minor variations in specific gravity do not affect the weight of the cask. Therefore, the use of
nominal (average) specific gravity of Metamic-HT is appropriate in cask design and analysis.
Accordingly, suitable mean specific gravitv properties are computed from test data and
tabulatedin Table 1.1I. 3.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion is used to compute the growthl of the basket and to ensure that
a condition of "restraintoffree expansion " would not exist. Because the clearances engineered
in the cask design are quite liberal, as a practical matter, restraint of free expansion is not an
issue. Therejbre, the use of a mean value in cask design work is appropriate.Accordingly,
suitable mean thermal expansion properties are computedfrom test data and tabulated in Table
1.111.3.
Specific Heat is used in the thermal transient analysis under a fire event. Even in this case,
variation in (p will have a minor efiect on the results because of the small thermal inertia of the
fuel basket relative to other items such as the stored.fel in the cask. Therefore the Specific Heat
value of Metamic-HT should be pegged to the average measured value from test data.
Accordingly, suitable mean heat capacity properties are computed.from test data and tabulated
in Table 1.111.3.

[PROPRIETARY TEXT WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]
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[PROPRIETARY TEXT WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]

[PROPRIETARY TEXT WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]

(e) WVelding of Metamnic-HT
Welding of Metamic-HT is conducted in accordance with Holtec approved procedures. As
.Metamic-HT is a non-code material, weld requirements are specified to meet the requiredsafely
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and structurafinctionof the basket. Weld acceptance criteriais stated in the licensing drawings
provided in Section 1.5. In accordance with practice of joining metal-matrix composites,
Friction Stir Welding (FSW) technique was adopted and qualified by Holtec .for welding
Metamic-HT. This process yields stronger joint strength on a repeatable basis compared to
classical welding methods such as metal inert gas or tungsten inert gas welding. The FSW
process implemented in the manufacturing of Metamic-HT basket require that the welding
procedure and welders are appropriately qualified. This is accomplished by tensile testing of
weld coupons (emulating ASME Section IX) to meet the weld strength requirements and
conducting radiography to verify soundness of the weld. The above procedure qualification
protocol,provided in the Metamic-H.T Manufacturing Manual [1.111.4], has been established to
accord with the unique bonding characteristicsof Me/amic-HT and to ensure that the required
minimum joint strength is realized with full assurance in the production of thefiiel baskets.
1.111.3 IDENTIFICATION OF AGENTS AND CONTRACTORS
Same as in Section 1.3.
1.III.4 GENERIC CASK ARRAYS
Same as in Section 1.4.
1.111.5 DRAWINGS
[DRAWINGS WITHHELD PER 10 CFR 2.390]

[PROPRIETARY TEXT REMOVED PER 10 CFR 2.390]
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Table 1III.2[PROPRIETARY TABLE REMOVED PER 10 CFR 2.390]

[PROPRIETARY TEXT REMOVED PER 10 CFR 2.390]
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Table 1.11.1.3
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_Note 3

[PROPRIETARY INFORMATION REMOVED PER 10 CFR 2.390]

I

Note 2: Emissivity Equation
Either dark grav or ebony coat anodizing are acceptable options. The thermal evaluations in
Chapter4 of this SAR use the lowerbound Dark Grey specifilcation.

I

Dark Gray Anodized Metamnic-HT
T: Temperature (°F)
e = 0.2+0.6 sin[it(T-100)/1304] (100°F < T < 752 0 F)
e = 0.8 (T > 752°F)
Ebony Coat Anodized Metamic-HT
T: Temperature (FF)
0 F)
e=0.35+1.541E-03*(T-l100) (1000 FTh<392
0
e=0.8+2.777E-04*(T-392)
(392 F<T<7520 F)
e=0.9 (T>7520F)
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Note 43: Heat Capacit, Function
T. Temperalure (')Q
Cp = 1024.2 + 0.493(T-350)
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APPENDIX 1.III.A: Intentionally Deleted
[PROPRIETARY TEXT REMOVED PER 10 CFR 2.390]
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APPENDIX 1.III.B: Intentionally.Deleted
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The temper-ature r-ange at which the mnechanical and thcrmo physical proper-ties of M~etafyk HThave been proevided in Appendix !.!!!.A iseeee under e.crtain shor-t term ocain n
accidenit conditions. T-e facilitatc the evaluation of Metamfie HT-integrity, Mlinimflum Gularanteed
Values (MGNV) of Metamie H4T-propcrties are dcfined in the saffe mmnncr as descr-ibed inf
Appendix !.!!!.A and adopted in tfims Appendix.MetmArie H4T-procte grane to streuctura
and thermal evaluation ar-e as follows:q
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Reasonably bounding M4G3,s of above prpFisae defined in Table i .lII.B. 1 up to -500'Cwffieh comfortably bouneds all tempefawrcs.
1 .I.B. 1

High T-,mper.aturcl Tensile Testing..

To ehar~aetefizc the mechanical proeperties of Metafic 14T- for-this higher-temperatwe ranige the
Ultimatc, Yield, Area RedurctionadYugsMduu feai
Tecpn eetse
tmder-bounding test temperatures. The testing,was conducted at the Westmoreland testing lab inYoungstown, PA. The test spcmn
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standar-d-s -adoptedin the Meta.mm--ic, HT4sewcebeek for-qualificsation testing. A total of fifteen
ceuponnswere tested at 450'C-and 599°C in the as extruded condition and test results archived in
the Metainie HT-Sourcebook 1444.niA.3]. The-. al aging and irradiation e fets were not included
in the testing spro testing archived in the Metamie HT souti t-eooie have diseemed no

significant differ-ence due to these effects.
Toe character-ize lower: bound strength oftMetamic HT-the Minimutm Measuired Values (MMV4;) oe
the above. ipr-,ct.. .c...btaine.d, fr..ehived ini the Metafnie HT sourfeebook and M4G3,
I
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4- Metamie 4T-retains well ever-50-% of the operan teprtur-e strength rprtcfIt

reasonabl y b..unding 150.
4 0C-accident temp.era.re.
-

estrengh prpei..S ar.
Under exrtremely hgh 400'C temperature .r.e..s.n.ble values.f
The test data pr.ovides reasonable assur-ance of Mtamic 1T integrity under thermally
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Table 2.1.25
NON-FUEL HARDWARE BURNUP AND COOLING TIME LIMITS (Notes 1, 2, 3, and 78)

NSA or- :Gide
Tube Hardware(Note-5)
Maximum
Bur-nu
(M.AWDIMTU)
-N^-(NWte• -7
f- -2
2000

Post-irradiation
Cooling Time
(yrs)
>3
>4

Inserts
(Note 4)
Maximum
Burnup
(MWD/MTU)
<24,635
< 30,000

>5
>6
>7

< 36,748
< 44,102
< 52,900

-<-,

>8

< 60,000

t-454_100

>9
>10
> 11

-<

,4,0
J0
,

--40

NSA, Guide Tube
Hardware, or
Control
Component
(Note 56)
Maximum
Burnup
(MWD/MTU)
N/A (Note 6)
N/A

APSR
Maximum
Burnup
(MWD/MTU)
N/A
N/A

< 630,000
-

< 45,000
< 54,500

-

<68,000

50,90
6-0.0n
00
475.00

<83,000
< 111,000

<180,000
< 630,000

>4-2
49>43
40-0
-44
60-4
NOTES:
I.
Burnups for non-fuel hardware are to be determined based on the burnup and uranium
mass of the fuel assemblies in which the component was inserted during reactor
operation.
2.
Linear interpolation between points is permitted, except that NSA or-Guide Tutbe
44afdwar-e an4APSR burnups > 180,000 MWvD/MTU and. < 630,000 MWrD/MTU must
be cooled: -1-4-yeais-a~id-> 11I years, fespeetive1-y.
3.
Applicable to uniform loading and regionalized loading.
4.
Includes Burnable Poison Rod Assemblies (BPRAs), Wet Annular Burnable Absorbers
(WABAs), and vibration suppressor inserts.
5.
Includes Thimble Plug Devices (TPDs), water displacement guide tube plugs,-afid orifice
rod assemblies, Control Rod Assemblies (CRAs), Control Element Assemblies (CEAs),
and Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (R.CCAs).& ineludes Contr-el Red Assemblies
(CR~s), Control Element Assemblies (CEAs), and Red Cluster-Centfel Assemnblies
6-7.
87.

N/A means not authorized for loading at this cooling time.
Non-fuel hardware burnup and cooling time limits are not applicable to Instrument Tube
Tie Rods (ITTRs), since they are installed post-irradiation.
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SUPPLEMENT 2.111
PRINCIPAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE MPC-68M
2.III.0 OVERVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL DESIGN CRITERIA

A general description of the MPC-68M is provided in Supplement 1.111. This supplement
specifies the loading conditions and associated design criteria applicable to the MPC-68M fuel
basket. The loads, loading conditions, and design criteria presented in Chapter 2 are applicable to
the HI-STORM 100 System using the MPC-68M unless otherwise specified in this supplement.
The drawing package for the MPC-68M fuel basket is provided in Section 1.5. The safety
classifications of Metamic-HT basket and basket shims are ITS-A and NITS, respectively.
The design criteria pertaining to the HI-STORM overpack and the HI-TRAC transfer cask are
completely unaffected by the incorporation of the MPC-68M. Likewise, the structural demands
on the MPC Enclosure Vessel (whose design remains unchanged) are also unaffected. The
design criteria in this supplement pertain to the loading conditions that bear upon the fuel
basket's function and performance.
2.111.0.1
i.

MPC-68M Design Criteria

Structural

The fuel basket is designed to meet a more stringent displacement limit under mechanical
loadings than those implicit in the stress limits of the ASME code (see Section 2.1I1.2). The
basket shims are designed to remain below the yield limit of the selected aluminum alloy. Fuel
basket welds are designed and fabricated in accordance with Supplement 9.III and the drawing
package in Section 1.5. Fuel basket structural welds are designed to the minimum weld strength
specified in the drawing package in Section 1.5. Metamic-HT is a Holtec proprietary (nonASME code) material. The critical characteristicsand the attainment of the required critical
characteristics through a comprehensive qualification process and production testing are
discussed in Appeadiii A-+ Supplement 1.111 with acceptance criteria established in Supplement
9.111.
All normal and off-normal conditions (including pressures) for the MPC-68M are the same as
those described in Section 2.2. All loads on the HI-STORM 100 overpack and HI-TRAC
transfer cask described in Section 2.2 remain applicable when using the MPC-68M.
The main acceptance criterion for the evaluation of accident conditions on the MPC-68M fuel
basket is for the basket structure to maintain the fuel contents in a subcritical configuration. The
structural design criteria for the MPC-68M basket are provided in Table 2.111.4.
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The fuel basket material is subject to the requirements in Appe.d4*Supp1ement 1.111-A and is
designed to a specific (lateral) deformation limit of its walls under accident conditions of loading
(credible and non-mechanistic). The basis for the lateral deflection limit in the active fuel
region, 0, is provided in [2.111.6. 1] as
0=-W

where 5 is defined as the maximum total deflection sustained by the basket panels under the
loading event and w is the nominal inside (width) dimension of the storage cell. The limiting
value of 0 is provided in Table 2.111.4. The above deflection-based criterion has been used
previously in the HI-STAR 180 Transportation Package [2.111.6.2] to qualify similar MetamicHT fuel baskets.
ii. Thermal
The design and operation of the HI-STORM 100 System with the MPC-68M must meet the
intent of the review guidance contained in ISG- 11, Revision 3 [2.0.8] as described in Subsection
2.0.1.
All applicable material design temperature limits in Section 2.2 and 4.3 continue to apply to the
MPC-68M. Temperature limits of MPC-68M fuel basket and basket shim materials are specified
in Table 4.111.2.
The MPC-68M is designed for both uniform and regionalized fuel loading strategies as described
in Subsection 2.0. 1. The regions for the MPC-68M are given in Table 2.111. 1.
iii. Shielding
Same as Subsection 2.0.1.
iv. Criticality
Same as Subsection 2.0.1 with the clarifications herein.
Criticality control is maintained by the geometric spacing of the fuel assemblies and spatially
distributed B-10 isotope in the Metamic-HT. No soluble boron is required in the MPC-68M
water. The minimum specified boron concentration in the Metamic-HT purchasing specification
must be met in every lot of the material manufactured. No credit is taken for bumup. Enrichment
limits are delineated in Table 2.111.2.
v. Confinement
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Same as Subsection 2.0.1
vi. Operations
Same as Subsection 2.0.1. Generic operating procedures for the HI-STORM 100 System with
MPC-68M are provided in Chapter 8 with certain limitations and clarifications provide in
Supplement 8.111.
vii. Acceptance Tests and Maintenance
Same as Subsection 2.0.1. The acceptance criteria for the HI-STORM 100 System with MPC68M are provided in Chapter 9 and Supplement 9.111.
vi. Decommissioning
The MPC is designed to be transportable in a HI-STAR overpack and is not required to be
unloaded prior to shipment off-site. Decommissioning of the HI-STORM 100 System is
addressed in Section 2.111.4.
2.111. 1

SPENT FUEL TO BE STORED

Table 2.1.22 and the limitations/clarification in this supplement provide the limits for material to
be stored in the MPC-68M. All BWR fuel assembly array/classes which are authorized for the
MPC-68 are authorized in the MPC-68M except fuel assembly array/classes 6x6A, 6x6B, 6x6C,
7x7A, 8x8A, lOxlOD, and lOxlOE. Table 2.1.4 in Chapter 2 provides the acceptable fuel
characteristics for the fuel array/class authorized for storage in the MPC-68M, however fuel with
planar-average initial enrichments up to 4.8 wt.% U-235 are authorized in the MPC-68M. The
maximum planar-average initial enrichments acceptable for loading in the MPC-68M, for each
fuel assembly array/class given in Table 2.1.4, are provided in Table 2.111.2.
Table 2.111.3
provides the description of two new fuel assembly array/classes which are added as acceptable
contents to the MPC-68M only, l0xl0F and I0xWOG. No credit is taken for fuel bumup or
integral poisons such as gadolinia for any fuel assembly array/class. The maximum allowable
initial enrichment for fuel assemblies are consistent with the criticality analysis described in
Supplement 6.111. See Table 2.1.29 for assembly cooling time-dependent coefficients for lOx 1OF
and lOxIOG.
Fuel classified as damaged fuel assemblies or fuel debris will be loaded into damaged fuel
containers (DFCs) for storage in the MPC-68M. The appropriate thermal and criticality analyses
have been performed to account for damaged fuel and fuel debris and are described in
Supplements 4.111 and 6.111, respectively. The restrictions on the number and location of
damaged fuel containers authorized for loading in the MPC-68M is the same as MPC-68 (see
Section 1.111.2.3 and Figure 1.111.2). Non-fuel hardware is not applicable to all the BWR fuel
classes/arrays.
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Table 2.111.2: BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY INITIAL ENRICHMENTS
FOR LOADING IN MPC-68M (Note 1)
Fuel Assembly Array and
Class
7x7 B
8x8 B
8x8 C
8x8 D
8x8 E
8x8 F
9x9 A
9x9 B
9x9 C
9x9 D
9x9 E
9x9 F
9x9 G
l0xl0 A
10x10 B
1xlO0 C

Maximum Planar-Average
Initial Enrichment (wt.% 'U)
(Note 3, 4)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.5 (Note 2)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.5 (Note 2)
4.5 (Note 2)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

I

Notes:
All other fuel assembly array/class specifications from Table 2.1.4 apply.
1.
2.

Fuel assemblies classified as damaged fuel assemblies are limited to 4.0 wt.% U-235.

3.

For MPC-68M loaded with both intaet undamaged fuel assemblies and damaged fuel
assemblies or fuel debris, the maximum planar average initial enrichment for the'
undamaged fuel assemblies is limited to the enrichment of the damaged assembly.

4.

In accordancewith the definition of undamagedfiuel assembly, certainfuel assemblies
may be limited to 3.3. wt. % (1-235. When loading thesefiel assemblies, allfuel
assemblies in the MPC are limited to 3.3 wt. % (U-235.
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Table 2.111.3: BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY CHARACTERISTICS FOR LOADING IN
MPC-68M (Note 1)

Fuel Assembly Array
and Class

10xl0F

10xl0G

Clad Material (Note 2)

Zr

Zr

Design Initial U (kg/assy.)
(Note 3)

< 192

< 188

Maximum Planar-Average
Initial Enrichment (wt.%
235U) (Note 8, 9)

4.7

4.6

(Note 7)

(Note 7)

<-5.0

< 5.0

Initial Rod Maximum
2 35
Enrichment (wt.% - U)
No. of Fuel Rod Locations

92/78
(Note 4)

Fuel Clad O.D. (in.)

> 0.4035

> 0.387

Fuel Clad I.D. (in.)

< 0.3570

< 0.340

Fuel Pellet Dia. (in.)

< 0.3500

< 0.334

Fuel Rod Pitch (in.)

<0.510

<0.512

Design Active Fuel
Length (in.)
No. of Water Rods
(Note 6)

<

150

<

I

150

-_2

5
(Note 5)

Water Rod Thickness (in.)

> 0.030

> 0.031

Channel Thickness (in.)

<0.120

< 0.060
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Table 2.111.3 (continued)
BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY CHARACTERISTICS
NOTES:
1.

All dimensions are design nominal values. Maximum and minimum dimensions are
specified to bound variations in design nominal values among fuel assemblies within a
given array/class.

2.

See Table 1.0.1 for the definition of"ZR."

3.

Design initial uranium weight is the nominal uranium weight specified for each assembly
by the fuel manufacturer or reactor user. For each BWR fuel assembly, the total uranium
weight limit specified in this table may be increased up to 1.5 percent for comparison
with users' fuel records to account for manufacturer tolerances.

4.

This assembly contains 92 total fuel rods; 78 full length rods and 14 partial length rods.

5.

One diamond-shaped water rod replacing the four center fuel rods and four rectangular
water rods dividing the.assembly into four quadrants.

6.

These rods may also be sealed at both ends and contain ZR material in lieu of water.

7.

Fuel assemblies classified as damaged fuel assemblies are limited to 4.6 wt.%
23-5UU-235 for the l0xl0F array/class and 4.0 wt.% 235U-U-235 for the 10xl0G
array/class.

8.

For MPC-68M loaded with both intaet-undainagedfuel assemblies and damaged fuel
assemblies or fuel debris, the maximum planar average initial enrichment for the
undamaged iniae-fuel assemblies is limited to the enrichment of the damaged assembly.

9.

In accordancewith the definition of undamagedfitel assembly certain assemblies may be
limited to 3.3 wt. % U-235. When loading thesefiel assemblies, all assemblies in the
MPC are limited to 3.3 wt. % U-235.
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The center of gravity (CG) height of the empty MPC-68M, and various other configurations
involving the MPC-68M, is provided in Table 3.111.2.
3.111.3

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

The strength properties of Metamic-HT have been characterized through a comprehensive test
program, and Minimum Guaranteed Values suitable for structural design are provided in
Supplement 1I.ll1ppcndix I .t1I.A and alo ar..hivd in [1. t.t ".-. The fuel basket shims are
made of an aluminum alloy (ASTM B221 2219-T851). Representative mechanical properties for
the fuel basket shims are tabulated in Table 3.III.3. The mechanical properties for all other
materials of construction are the same as in Section 3.3 (including all subsections and tables).
3.111.4

GENERAL STANDARDS FOR CASKS

3.111.4.1

Chemical and Galvanic Reactions

The materials used in the HI-STORM 100 System are examined in Subsection 3.4.1 to establish
that they do not participate in any chemical or galvanic reactions when exposed to the various
environments during all normal operating conditions and off-normal and accident events. The
only new materials that are introduced in the MPC-68M are Metamic-HT (for the fuel basket)
and aluminum (for the basket shims). The environmental compatibility of these materials is
examined below.
The MPC-68M is principally constructed of stainless steel shell, aluminum basket shims, and
Metamic-HT. Borated aluminum and stainless steel have been used in close proximity in wet
storage for over 30 years. Many spent fuel pools at nuclear plants contain fuel racks, which are
fabricated from Metamic (classic) and stainless steel materials. Not one case of chemical or
galvanic degradation has been found in such fuel racks. This experience provides a sound basis
to conclude that chemical and galvanic corrosion of these materials will be negligible. For
further protection, both Metamic-HT and aluminum basket shims are installed in the anodized
state in the MPC.
Furthermore, galvanic corrosion is not an applicable corrosion mechanism during long-term
storage since the interior of the MPC during normal operation is both inerted with helium and
essentially devoid of any moisture while the MPC shell surfaces are expected to be practically
free from condensation and gross environmental contaminants. The cleanliness requirements
and inspections during fabrication and fuel loading operations also ensure that the MPC has
minimal surface debris and impurities.
Tests on Metamic-HT
Extensive tests [1.I-A-] have been conducted to establish material properties of Metamic-HT
including its corrosion-resistance characteristics. The Metamic-HT specimens were used for
corrosion testing in demineralized water and in 2000 ppm boric acid solution. The tests
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concluded that the Metamic-HT panels will sustain no discernible degradation due to corrosion
when subjected to the severe thermal and aqueous environment that exists around a fuel basket
during fuel loading or unloading conditions.
Aluminum Alloy
Aluminum alloy used in the fuel basket shims are hard anodized to achieve the desired
emissivity specified in Supplement 3.111. The anodizing is an electrolytic passivation process
used to increase the thickness of the natural oxide layer on the surface of metal parts. Anodizing
increases corrosion resistance and wear resistance of the material surface. There is no
mechanistic process for the basket shims with hard anodized surface to react with borated water
or demineralized water during fuel loading operation. Under the long-term storage condition, the
basket shims are exposed to dry and inert helium with no potential for reaction.
Finally, to ensure safe fuel loading operation, the operating procedure described in Chapter 8
provides for the monitoring of hydrogen gas in the area around the MPC lid prior to and during
welding or cutting activities. Although the aluminum surfaces (Metamic-HT fuel basket and
aluminum basket shims) are anodized, there is still a potential for generation of hydrogen in
minute amounts when immersed in spent fuel pool water for an extended period. Accordingly, as
a defense-in-depth measure, the lid welding procedure requires purging the space below the
MPC lid prior to and during welding or cutting operation to eliminate any potential for formation
of any combustible mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. Following the completion of the MPC lid
welding and hydrostatic testing, the MPC-68M is drained and dried. After the completion of the
drying operation, there is no credible mechanism for any combustible gases to be generated
within the MPC-68M.
3.111.4.2

Positive Closure

Same as in Subsection 3.4.2.
3.111.4.3

Lifting Devices

The structural analyses of the lifting devices in Subsection 3.4.3 (including all paragraphs) are
bounding for the MPC-68M for the following reasons:
1.

the MPC-68M does not require any changes to the HI-STORM overpacks or the
HI-TRAC transfer casks for loading operations or long-term storage;

ii.

the MPC-68M utilizes the same MPC Enclosure Vessel design as all MPCs;

iii.

the fully loaded weight of the MPC-68M (Table 3.111.1) is less than bounding
MPC weight analyzed in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2.1).
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3.111.4.4

Heat

The thermal evaluation of the MPC-68M is reported in Supplement 4.111.
3.111.4.4.1

Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The design pressures and design temperatures listed in Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, respectively, are
applicable to the MPC-68M. Temperature limits of MPC-68M fuel basket and basket shim
materials are specified in Table 4.111.2.
3.111.4.4.2

Differential Thermal Expansion

The material presented in Supplement 4.111 demonstrates that a physical interference between
discrete components of the MPC-68M (e.g., fuel basket and enclosure vessel) will not develop
due to differential thermal expansion during any operating condition.
3.111.4.4.3

Stress Calculations

The majority of the stress calculations reported in Paragraph 3.4.4.3 are unaffected by or bound
the addition of the MPC-68M to the HI-STORM 100 System for the following reasons:
the MPC-68M does not require any changes to the HI-STORM overpacks or the
HI-TRAC transfer casks for loading operations or long-term storage;
ii.

the MPC-68M utilizes the same MPC Enclosure Vessel design as all MPCs;

iii.

the fully loaded weight of the MPC-68M (Table 3.111.1) is less than the bounding
MPC weight analyzed in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2.1);

Therefore, the stress calculations reported in Paragraph 3.4.4.3 are not repeated here unless
material, geometry, or load changes warrant new analysis or discussion. In other words, unless a
new analysis is presented in this subsection, the results in Paragraph 3.4.4.3 for the HI-STORM
100 System are also valid for the MPC-68M either inside the HI-STORM overpack or the HITRAC transfer cask.
3.111.4.4.3.1

Analysis of Load Cases F.3.b and F.3.c (Table 3.1.3)

During a non-mechanistic tip-over event, the fuel assemblies exert a lateral force on the fuel
basket panels as the overpack impacts the ground and decelerates. The lateral force causes the
fuel basket panels to deflect potentially affecting the spacing between stored fuel assemblies. To
maintain the fuel in a subcritical configuration, a deflection limit for the fuel basket panels is set
in Subsection 2.111.0.1, which is supported by the criticality safety analysis in Supplement 6.111.
Here a finite element analysis is performed using ANSYS to demonstrate that the maximum
lateral deflection in the fuel basket panels under a bounding deceleration of 67Og is less than the
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limit specified in Section 2.111.0.1. The 67-g input deceleration is bounding because it exceeds
the design basis deceleration limit of 45g for the non-mechanistic tip over of the HI-STORM
storage overpack (see Subsection 3.111.4.10), and is equal to the as well as thc design basis lateral
deceleration limit of 60g for the HI-STAR transport cask [1.1.3] for future considerations. The
analysis methodology presented in this subsection is identical to the methodology used in
[2.111.6.2] to qualify the F-37 fuel basket.
As shown in Figure 3.111.1, a representative slice of the MPC-68M fuel basket, consisting of a
smaller end section and a full section, is modeled in detail including the contained fuel
assemblies and supporting basket shims. The fuel basket panels are modeled with SOLSH190
solid shell elements. The basket shims and each fuel assembly are modeled with SOLID45 solid
elements. Standard contact pairs using CONTA173/TARGE170 elements are defined at the
interfaces of fuel assembly/basket panel, shim/basket panel, and between stacked basket panels
including all the intersecting slot locations. The fuel basket material model is implemented with
true stress-true strain multi-linear isotropic hardening plasticity model. An elastic material model
is used for the basket shims since no plastic deformation is expected. To accommodate large
plastic deformation in the fuel basket panels, sufficiently small element sizes (< 0.40 in) are used
and 9 integration points through the thickness are specified. A sensitivity study was performed in
[2.111.6.2] to confirm that the panel stresses and displacements obtained using solid shell
elements are converged and comparable to those obtained using 5 solid elements through the
thickness of the panel.
The 67-0g deceleration is applied to the model with the basket in the so-called 00 orientation (see
Figure 3.111.5). This orientation is chosen for analysis because it maximizes the lateral load on a
single basket panel, which in turn maximizes the lateral deflection of the panel. In the 00
orientation, the amplified weight of each stored fuel assembly (during the 6-70g impact event)
bears entirely on one basket panel. Conversely, in the 45' orientation, the amplified weight of
each stored fuel assembly is equally supported by two basket panels. The difference in loading
between these two basket orientations is pictorially shown in Figure 3.111.5, where "in" denotes
the fuel assembly mass, "a" denotes the maximum lateral deceleration, and "d" denotes the
enveloping size of the fuel assembly. For comparison purposes, the pressure loads on the basket
panels are defined as "p" and "q", respectively, for the 00 and 450 orientations. From the figure,

the pressure load p that develops in the 00 orientation is 41% greater than the pressure load q that
develops in the 450 orientation. Hence, the lateral deflection of a basket panel is much greater for
the 0' orientation (which is why it is chosen for detailed analysis). It is also noted that the 900
comers where the basket panels intersect do not provide any additional moment resistance
because of the slotted joint construction (see Figure 1.11.1); therefore, the 450 orientation (or any
other orientation between 00 and 450) does not give rise to any prying loads at the cell comers.

Finally, to ensure that the analysis for the 00 orientation is conservative and bounds all other
basket orientations, the analysis is performed based on a lateral impact deceleration of 670g even
though, according to the results presented in Section 3.111.4.10, the maximum impact
deceleration due to the non-mechanistic tip over event (measured at the top of the overpack lid)
is less than 45g.
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The stress and strain distributions in the fuel basket panels at 67Og are shown in Figures 3.I11.2
and 3.111.3, respectively. These figures show that the state of stress in the fuel basket panels is
primarily elastic. The fuel basket displacements are plotted in Figure 3.111.4. Table 3.III.4
compares the maximum lateral displacement in a fuel basket panel (relative to its end supports)
with the deflection limit specified in Subsection 2.111.0.1.
Per the licensing drawing, the nominal width of fuel basket panels in the vertical direction may
be increased or decreased provided that the length of the panel slots is iqcreased or decreased
proportionally. This means that the fixed-height fuel basket may be assembled using more (or
fewer) panels than the number depicted on the licensing drawing. The results of the ANSYS
static analysis for the fuel basket presented herein are valid for any panel width since (a) the
lateral load on the fuel basket per unit (vertical) length remains the same and (b) the length of the
slots measured as a percentage of the panel width remains the same.
Finally, to evaluate the potential for crack propagation and growth for the MPC-68M fuel basket
under the non-mechanistic tipover event, a crack propagation analysis is carried out for the
MPC-68M fuel basket using the same methodology utilized in Attachment D of [1.III.A.3] to
evaluate the HI-STAR 180 F-37 fuel basket in support of the HI-STAR 180 Transport Package
[2.I1I.6.2].
The crack propagation analysis is informed by the results from the ANSYS finite element
analysis of the MPC-68M fuel basket under a bounding load of 6-7-0-g, which is described above.
In particular, the stress distribution in the Metamic-HT basket panels, as determined by ANSYS,
is shown in Figure 3.111.2. The maximum stress occurs at one of the basket notches, which are
conservatively modeled as sharp (90 degree) comers in the finite element model. This peak stress
is used as input to the following crack propagation analysis.
Per [] .III.A.3] the critical stress intensity factor of Metamic-HT panels is estimated to be
KIC = 30ksi~fin
based on Charpy V-notch absorbed energy (CVE) correlations for steels. The estimated value is
consistent with the range for aluminum alloys, which is 20 to 50 MPWam or 18.2 to 45 ksiqin per
Table 3 of [3.IIl.4]. Next the minimum crack size, a,1 ,i, for crack propagation to occur is
calculated below using the formula for a through-thickness edge crack given in [3.1.5]. Although
the formula is derived for a straight-edge specimen, the use of the peak stress, 0 max, at a notch in
the fuel basket panel (instead of the average stress in the panel as required by the formula)
essentially compensates for the geometric difference between the basket panel and the specimen.
Moreover, the maximum size of a pre-existing crack (1/16") in the fuel basket panel is less than
1/6th of the basket panel thickness (0.40"). Thus, the assumption of a through-thickness edge
crack is very conservative. The result is
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1 30ksiNi

lKIc

ammin=

. 1..12(16.540ksi)

,,.

1.i

12
=0.3,

-O=.0835in

(

and the safety factor against crack propagation (based on a 1/16" minimum detectable flaw size)
is
SF -i
ad.,

0.835in = 13.357
0.0625in

The calculated minimum crack size is more than 13-1- times greater than the maximum possible
pre-existing crack size in the fuel basket (based on 100% surface inspection of each panel). The
large safety factor ensures that crack propagation in the MPC-68M fuel basket will not occur due
to the non-mechanistic tipover event.
3.111.4.4.3.2

Elastic Stability and Yielding of the MPC-68M Fuel Basket under
Compression Loads (Load Case F3 in Table 3.1.3)

Under certain conditions, the fuel basket plates may be under direct compressive load. Although
the finite element simulations can predict the onset of an instability and post-instability behavior,
the computation in this subsection uses (the more conservative) classical instability formulations
to demonstrate that an elastic instability of the basket plates is not credible.
A solution for the stability of the fuel basket plate is obtained using the classical formula for
buckling of a wide bar [3.111.1]. Material properties are selected corresponding to a metal
temperature of 325°C, which bounds the computed metal temperatures anywhere in the fuel
basket (see Table 4.III.3). The critical buckling stress for a pin-ended bar is:
O cr=(

t)

12

2

_E

h

where h is the plate thickness, a is the unsupported plate length, E is the Young's Modulus of
Metamic-HT at 325 0C, v is Poisson's Ratio (use 0.3 for this calculation)
From the drawings in Section 1.5, h = 0.40 in, a = 6.05 in, and E = 78,8050 ksi (Table
1.III.2A4). Then, the classical critical buckling stress is computed as 31.0148 ksi, which exceeds
the yield strength of the material. This demonstrates that basket plate instability by elastic
buckling is not possible.
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3.111.4.11

Storage Overpack and HI-TRAC Transfer Cask Service Life

Same as in Subsection 3.4.11 (including all paragraphs).
3.111.4.12

MPC Service Life

Same as in Subsection 3.4.12 and with the following supplementary information provided herein.
3.111.4.12.1

Metamic-HT Considerations

Metamic-HT has been extensively tested as indicated in Appedi*i-A,OSupplement
1.111.
Testing has included extensive tests for creep, irradiation and corrosion to ensure long-term fuel
basket performance under normal conditions of storage. The Metamic-HT is also not susceptible
to structural fatigue and brittle fracture under long term conditions of storage. Corrosion is
discussed further in Subsection 3.111.4. 1. Creep and boron depletion are further discussed below.
i) Fuel Basket Creep
The Metamic sourcebook contains data on the testing to determine the creep characteristics of
the Metamic-HT under both unirradiated and irradiated conditions. A creep equation to estimate
a bounding estimate of total creep as a function of stress and temperature is also provided. The
creep equation developed from this test provides a conservative prediction of accumulated creep
strain by direct comparison to measured creep in unirradiated and irradiated coupons.
The creep equation for Metamic-HT that bounds all measured data (tests run for 20,000 hours) is
of the classical exponential form in stress and temperature (see
.Appe.di
A-A -Supplement
1.III), which is written symbolically as s = ffa,T).
Creep in the MPC-68M fuel basket will not be a reactivity modifier because the basket is arrayed
in the vertical orientation. The lateral loading of the fuel basket walls is insignificant and hence
no mechanistic means for the basket panels to undergo lateral deformation from creep exists,
even if the panel material were susceptible to creep.
The creep effect would tend to shorten the fuel basket under the self-weight of the basket. An
illustrative calculation of the cumulative reduction of the basket length is presented below to
demonstrate the insignificant role of creep in the MPC-68M fuel basket.
The in-plane compressive stress, a, at height x in the basket panel is given by
c = p(H-x)

(3.111.1)

where:
p = weight density of Metamic-HT
H = height of the fuel basket
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Using the above stress equation, the total creep shrinkage, 5, is given by
5

f (a, T)dx

(3.111.2)

where:
T = panel's metal temperature (conservatively assumed to be 350'C for a period of 60 years)
H = height of the basket (conservatively assumed to be 200 inches)
Using the creep equation (provided in Appendi?- A ef Supplement 1.III) and performing the
above integration numerically yields 5 = 0.095 inch. In other words, the computed shrinkage of
the basket is less than 0.048% of its original length. Therefore, it is concluded that for the
vertical storage configuration the creep effects of the MPC-68M fuel basket are insignificant due
to absence of any meaningful loads on the panels. Therefore, creep in the Metamic-HT fuel
basket is not a matter of safety concern.
ii) Fuel Basket Boron Depletion
The similarities between Metamic-HT and Metamic (classic) neutron absorbers and their
exposure to the same long-term conditions of storage in the HI-STORM 100 system provide a
logical basis to expect negligible neutron absorber boron depletion in Metamic-HT. However, to
assure criticality safety during worst case design basis conditions over the 40-year design life,
the analysis discussed in Subsection 6.111 demonstrates that the boron depletion in the MetamicHT is negligible over a 50-year duration. Thus, sufficient levels of boron are present in the fuel
basket to maintain criticality safety over the 40-year design life of the MPC.
3.111.4.12.2

Basket Shim Considerations:

i) Basket Shim Creep
Like the fuel basket, the basket shims are not subject to any significant loading during storage.
The ability of the basket shims (made of a creep resistant aluminum alloy) has been evaluated
and qualified in Docket No. 71-9325 [2.111.6.2] for transport applications where the stress level
(in horizontal configuration) is significant. Therefore, in light of the minuscule stress levels from
self-weight in long-term storage, creep is ruled out as a viable concern for the basket shims.
ii) Basket Shim Corrosion
Basket shim corrosion is discussed in Subsection 3.1H1.4.1.
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TABLE 3.III.4
MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT IN MPC-68M FUEL BASKET
Maximum Lateral
Displacement in Fuel Basket
Panel, 0 (dimensionless)
(Note 1)

Maximum Allowable Value
of 0 (from Table 2.111.4)

Safety Factor

89.926 x 10-4

0.005

5.21

I

Notes:
1.

See Subsection 2.111.0.1 for definition of 0.
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FIGURE 3.111.1: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF MPC-68M FUEL BASKET
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FIGURE 3.111.2: FIRST PRINCIPALVON A-SE& STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN MPC68M FUEL BASKET UNDER 67-0g LOAD
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FIGURE 3.111.3: PLASTIC STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN MPC-68M FUEL BASKET
UNDER 67-0g LOAD
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FIGURE 3.1M.4: DISPLACEMENT CONTOURS IN MPC-68M FUEL BASKET
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Table 4.111. 1: Thermal Properties of Fuel Basket and Basket Shim Materials
Property

Minimum Value

Reference

Metamic-HT (fuel basket)
Conductivity
Emissivity

See Table 1.11.3414 Bw/ftc
Note 1

Density

See Table 1.1.3148.7 !bfA

Heat Capacity

See Table 1.111.30.24 -1/1,1boF

[1.111.3]Appendix 1.1.A
[1.II1.3]Appendix

I.A

[1.1I.3]Appendi- 1.I-I.A
[1.111.3]e7AppdiJ

!.!IJ.A

Aluminum Alloy 2219 (basket shims)
Conductivity

69.3 Btu/ft-hr-°F

[4.111. ]

Emissivity

Note I

[.11. 3]Appendix* .Th.A

Density

177.3 lb/ft3

[4.111. 1]

Heat Capacity

0.207 Btu/lb-0 F

[4.III. 1]

Note 1: Fuel basket and basket shims are hard anodized to yield high emissivities. Lowerbound
st,•.fa-emissivity of hard anndized su
....
s if; defined in Table 1.111.3 is adopted.Appendix
441--A.
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periphery, the dose rates could be closer to the bounding dose rates presented here. Section 5.4.9
provides an additional brief discussion on regionalized loading.
Unless otherwise stated all tables containing dose rates for design basis fuel refer to design basis
intact zircaloy clad fuel.
5.1.1

Normal and Off-Normal Operations

Chapter 11 discusses the potential off-normal conditions and their effect on the HI-STORM 100
System. None of the off-normal conditions have any impact on the shielding analysis. Therefore,
off-normal and normal conditions are identical for the purpose of the shielding evaluation.
The 1OCFR72.104 criteria for radioactive materials in effluents and direct radiation during
normal operations are:
1.

During normal operations and anticipated occurrences, the annual dose equivalent to any
real individual who is located beyond the controlled area, must not exceed 25 mrem to the
whole body, 75 mrem to the thyroid and 25 mrem to any other critical organ.

2.

Operational restrictions must be established to meet as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) objectives for radioactive materials in effluents and direct radiation.

1OCFR20 Subparts C and D specify additional requirements for occupational dose limits and
radiation dose limits for individual members of the public. Chapter 10 specifically addresses
these regulations.
In accordance with ALARA practices, design objective dose rates are established for the HISTORM 100 System in Section 2.3.5.2 as: 300 mrem/hour on the radial surface of the overpack,
175 mrem/hour at the openings of the air vents, and 60 mrem/hour on the top of the overpack.
The HI-STORM overpack dose rates presented in this section are conservatively evaluated for
the MPC-32, the MPC-68, and the MPC-24. All burnup and cooling time combinations analyzed
bound the allowable burnup and cooling times specified in Section 2.1.9.
Figure 5.1.13 identifies the locations of the dose points referenced in the dose rate summary
tables for the HI-STORM IOOS Version B overpack. Dose Points #1 and #3 are the locations of
the inlet and outlet air ducts, respectively. The dose values reported for these locations (adjacent
and 1 meter) were averaged over the duct opening. Dose Point #4 is the peak dose location above
the overpack shield block. For the adjacent top dose, this dose point is located over the air
annulus between the MPC and the overpack. The dose values reported at the locations shown on
Figure 5.1.13 are averaged over a region that is approximately 1 foot in width.
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The total dose rates presented in this chapter for the MPC-24 and MPC-32 are presented for two
cases: with and without BPRAs. The dose from the BPRAs was conservatively assumed to be the
maximum calculated in Section 5.2.4.1. This is conservative because it is not expected that the
cooling times for both the BPRAs and fuel assemblies would be such that they are both at the
maximum design basis values.
Tables 5.1.11, 5.1.12, and 5.1.13 provide the maximum dose rates adjacent to the HI-STORM
IOOS Version B overpack during normal conditions for the MPC-32, MPC-24, and MPC-68.
Tables 5.1.14 through 5.1.16 provide the maximum dose rates at one meter from the HI-STORM
IOOS Version B overpack.
The HI-STORM 100S Version B overpack was analyzed for the dose rate at the controlled area
boundary. Although the dose rates for the MPC-32 in HI-STORM 100S Version B are greater
than those for the MPC-24 in HI-STORM IOOS Version B at the ventilation ducts, as shown in
Tables 5.1.11 and 5.1.12, the MPC-24 was used in the calculations for the dose rates at the
controlled area boundary for the HI-STORM 100S Version B overpack. This is acceptable
because the vents are a small fraction of the radial surface area and the MPC-24 has higher dose
rates at the radial midplane than the MPC-32 in the HI-STORM 100S Version B overpack. The
MPC-24 was also chosen because, for a given cooling time, the MPC-24 has a higher allowable
burnup than the MPC-32 or the MPC-68 (see Section 2.1.9). Consequently, for the allowable
burnup and cooling times, the MPC-24 will have dose rates that are greater than or equivalent to
those from the MPC-68 and MPC-32. The controlled area boundary dose rates were also
calculated including the BPRA non-fuel hardware source. The controlled area boundaly dose
rates with the BPRAs bound the controlled area boundary dose rates with the TPDs. H..weve'-,
the doseQ_;
,2xratesr 4n ethe immediaie vieiniP' f Mhe Hi STOPU~dY (and Hi RA4 C) with BAR.s
Umay not
b...d tMe dose rt.s with TP-Ds J.f- oil dse p9oit
..
eati.ns
.
e.c Section 5.4.6). In the site

specific dose analysis, users should perform an analysis which properly bounds the fuel to be
stored including BPRAs .i9 TAPD if present.
Table 5.1.7 provides dose rates adjacent to and one meter from the 100-ton HI-TRAC. Table
5.1.8 provides dose rates adjacent to and one meter from the 125-ton HI-TRACs. Figures 5.1.2
and 5.1.4 identify the locations of the dose points referenced in Tables 5.1.7 and 5.1.8 for the HITRAC 125 and 100 transfer casks, respectively. The dose rates listed in Tables 5.1.7 and 5.1.8
correspond to the normal condition in which the MPC is dry and the HI-TRAC water jacket is
filled with water. The dose rates below the HI-TRAC (Dose Point #5) are provided for two
conditions. The first condition is when the pool lid is in use and the second condition is when the
transfer lid is in use. The HI-TRAC 125D does not utilize the transfer lid, rather it utilizes the
pool lid in conjunction with the mating device. Therefore the dose rates reported for the pool lid
are applicable to both the HI-TRAC 125 and 125D while the dose rates reported for the transfer
lid are applicable only to the HI-TRAC 125. The calculational model of the 100-ton HI-TRAC
included a concrete floor positioned 6 inches (the typical carry height) below the pool lid to
account for ground scatter. As a result of the modeling, the dose rate at 1 meter from the pool lid
for the 100-ton HI-TRAC was not calculated. The dose rates provided in Tables 5.1.7 and 5.1.8
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are for the MPC-24 with design basis fuel at burnups and cooling times, based on the allowed
burnup and cooling times specified in Section 2.1.9, that result in dose rates that are generally
higher in each of the two HI-TRAC designs. The burnup and cooling time combination used for
both the 100-ton and 125-ton HI-TRAC was chosen to bound the allowable burnup and cooling
times in Section 2.1.9. Results for other burnup and cooling times and for the MPC-68 and MPC32 are provided in Section 5.4.
Because the dose rates for the I00-ton HI-TRAC transfer cask are significantly higher than the
dose rates for the 125-ton HI-TRACs or the HI-STORM overpack, it is important to understand
the behavior of the dose rates surrounding the external surface. To assist in this understanding,
several figures, showing the dose rate profiles on the top, bottom and sides of the 100-ton HITRAC transfer cask, are presented below. The figures discussed below were all calculated
without the gamma source from BPRAs and were calculated for an earlier design of the HITRAC which utilized 30 steel fins 0.375 inches thick compared to 10 steel fins 1.25 inches thick.
The change in rib design only affects the magnitude of the dose rates presented for the radial
surface but does not affect the conclusions discussed below.
Figure 5.1.5 shows the dose rate profile at 1 foot from the side of the 100-ton HI-TRAC transfer
cask with the MPC-24 for 35,000 MWD/MTU and 5 year cooling. This figure clearly shows the
behavior of the total dose rate and each of the dose components as a function of the cask height.
To capture the effect of scattering off the concrete floor, the calculational model simulates the
100-ton HI-TRAC at a height of 6 inches (the typical cask carry height) above the concrete floor.
As expected, the total dose rate on the side near the top and bottom is dominated by the Co-60
gamma dose component, while the center dose rate is dominated by the fuel gamma dose
component.
The total dose rate and individual dose rate components on the surface of the pool lid on the HITRAC-100 when uniformly loaded are provided in Figure 5.1.6, illustrating the significant
reduction in dose rate with increasing distance from the center of the pool lid. Specifically, the
total dose rate is shown to drop by a factor of more than 20 from the center of the pool lid to the
outer edge of the HI-TRAC. Therefore, even though the dose rate in Table 5.1.7 at the center of
the pool lid is substantial, the dose rate contribution, from the pool lid, to the personnel exposure
is minimal.
The behavior of the dose rate 1-foot from the transfer lid is shown in Figure 5.1.7. Similarly, the
total dose rate and the individual dose rate components 1-foot from the top lid, as a function of
distance from the axis of the 100-ton HI-TRAC, are shown in Figure 5.1.8. For both lids
(transfer and top), the reduction in dose rate with increased distance from the cask axial
centerline is substantial.
Note that regionalized loading can have a significant effect on the variation of the dose rate on
the top and bottom as a function of the distance from the cask centerline. For a regionalized
loading with higher burnup fuel in the center region, the dose rate profiles would be even more
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pronounced, i.e. the difference between the dose rate in the center and the dose rate near the edge
of the cask would be larger than shown in Figures 5.1.7 and 5.1.8. However, if a regionalized
loading plan is selected where the higher burnup fuel is located in the outer region, then the
difference would be less. In extreme cases, it would even be possible that the dose rate near the
edge of the MPC is higher than the one at the center of the cask. This should be considered
during loading operations in order to minimize occupational doses.
To reduce the dose rate above the water jacket, a localized temporary shield ring, described in
Chapter 8, may be employed on the 125-ton HI-TRACs and on the 100-ton HI-TRAC. This
temporary shielding, which is water, essentially extends the water jacket to the top of the HITRAC. The effect of the temporary shielding on the side dose rate above the water jacket (in the
area around the lifting trunnions and the upper flange) is shown on Figure 5.1.9, which shows the
dose profile on the side of the 100-ton HI-TRAC with the temporary shielding installed. For
comparison, the total dose rate without temporary shielding installed is also shown on Figure
5.1.9. The results indicate that the temporary shielding reduces the dose rate by approximately a
factor of 2 in the area above the water jacket.
To illustrate the reduction in dose rate with distance from the side of the 100-ton HI-TRAC,
Figure 5.1.10 shows the total dose rate on the surface and at distances of i-foot and 1-meter.
Figure 5.1.11 plots the total dose rate at various distances from the bottom of the transfer lid,
including distances of 1, 5, 10, and 15 feet. Near the transfer lid, the total dose rate is shown to
decrease significantly as a function of distance from the 100-ton HI-TRAC axial centerline. Near
the axis of the HI-TRAC, the reduction in dose rate from the 1-foot distance to the 15-foot
distance is approximately a factor of 15. The dose rate beyond the radial edge of the HI-TRAC is
also shown to be relatively low at all distances from the HI-TRAC transfer lid. Thus, prudent
transfer operating procedures will employ the use of distance to reduce personnel exposure. In
addition, when the HI-TRAC is in the horizontal position and is being transported on site, a
missile shield may be positioned in front of the HI-TRAC transfer lid or pool lid. If present, this
shield would also serve as temporary gamma shielding which would greatly reduce the dose rate
in the vicinity of the transfer lid or pool lid. For example, if the missile shield was a 2 inch thick
steel plate, the gamma dose rate would be reduced by approximately 90%.
The dose to any real individual at or beyond the controlled area boundary is required to be below
25 mrem per year. The minimum distance to the controlled area boundary is 100 meters from the
ISFSI. As mentioned, only the MPC-24 was used in the calculation of the dose rates at the
controlled area boundary. Table 5.1.9 presents the annual dose to an individual from a single HISTORM 100S Version B cask and various storage cask arrays, assuming an 8760 hour annual
occupancy at the dose point location. The minimum distance required for the corresponding dose
is also listed. These values were conservatively calculated for a burnup of 60,000 MWD/MTU
and a 3-year cooling time. In addition, the annual dose was calculated for a burnup of 45,000
MWD/MTU with a corresponding cooling time of 9 years. BPRAs were included in these dose
estimates. It is noted that these data are provided for illustrative purposes only. A detailed siteHOLTEC INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
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specific evaluation of dose at the controlled area boundary must be performed for each ISFSI in
accordance with IOCFR72.212. The site-specific evaluation will consider dose from other
portions of the facility and will consider the actual conditions of the fuel being stored (bumup
and cooling time)..
Figure 5.1.3 is an annual dose versus distance graph for the HI-STORM 100 cask array
configurations provided in Table 5.1.9. This curve, which is based on an 8760 hour occupancy, is
provided for illustrative purposes only and will be re-evaluated on a site-specific basis.
Section 5.2 lists the gamma and neutron sources for the design basis fuels. Since the source
strengths of the GE 6x6 intact and damaged fuel and the GE 6x6 MOX fuel are significantly
smaller in all energy groups than the intact design basis fuel source strengths, the dose rates from
the GE 6x6 fuels for normal conditions are bounded by the MPC-68 analysis with the design
basis intact fuel. Therefore, no explicit analysis of the MPC-68 with either GE 6x6 intact or
damaged or GE 6x6 MOX fuel for normal conditions is required to demonstrate that the MPC-68
with GE 6x6 fuels will meet the normal condition regulatory requirements. Section 5.4.2
evaluates the effect of generic damaged fuel in the MPC-24E, MPC-32 and the MPC-68.
Section 5.2.6 lists the gamma and neutron sources from the Dresden Unit 1 Thoria rod canister
and demonstrates that the Thoria rod canister is bounded by the design basis Dresden Unit I 6x6
intact fuel.
Section 5.2.4 presents the Co-60 sources from the BPRAs, TPDs, CRAs and APSRs that are
permitted for storage in the HI-STORM 100 System. Section 5.4.6 discusses the increase in dose
rate as a result of adding non-fuel hardware in the MPCs.
Section 5.4.7 demonstrates that the Dresden Unit 1 fuel assemblies containing antimonyberyllium neutron sources are bounded by the shielding analysis presented in this section.
Section 5.2.3 lists the gamma and neutron sources for the design basis stainless steel clad fuel.
The dose rates from this fuel are provided in Section 5.4.4.
The analyses summarized in this section demonstrate that the HI-STORM 100 System, including
the HI-TRAC transfer cask, are in compliance with the 1OCFR72.104 limits and ALARA
practices.
5.1.2

Accident Conditions

The 1OCFR72.106 radiation dose limits at the controlled area boundary for design basis accidents
are:
Any individual located on or beyond the nearest boundary of the controlled area may not
receive from any design basis accident the more limiting of a total effective dose
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System as an integral part of a PWR fuel assembly. BPRAs and TPDs may be stored in any fuel
location while CRAs and APSRs are restricted as specified in Section 2.1.9.
5.2.4.1

BPRAs and TPDs

Burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRA) (including wet annular burnable absorbers) and thimble
plug devices (TPD) (including orifice rod assemblies, guide tube plugs, and water displacement
guide tube plugs) are an integral, yet removable, part of a large portion of PWR fuel. The TPDs
are not used in all assemblies in a reactor core but are reused from cycle to cycle. Therefore,
these devices can achieve very high burnups. In contrast, BPRAs are burned with a fuel assembly
in core and are not reused. In fact, many BPRAs are removed after one or two cycles before the
fuel assembly is discharged. Therefore, the achieved burnup for BPRAs is not significantly
different than fuel assemblies. Vibration suppressor inserts are considered to be in the same
category as BPRAs for the purposes of the analysis in this chapter since these devices have the
same configuration (long non-absorbing thimbles which extend into the active fuel region) as a
BPRA without the burnable poison.
TPDs are made of stainless steel and contain a small amount of inconel. These devices extend
down into the plenum region of the fuel assembly but do not extend into the active fuel region
with the exception of the W 14x14 water displacement guide tube plugs. Since these devices are
made of stainless steel, there is a significant amount of cobalt-60 produced during irradiation.
This is the only significant radiation source from the activation of steel and inconel.
BPRAs are made of stainless steel in the region above the active fuel zone and may contain a
small amount of inconel in this region. Within the active fuel zone the BPRAs may contain 2-24
rodlets which are burnable absorbers clad in either zircaloy or stainless steel. The stainless steel
clad BPRAs create a significant radiation source (Co-60) while the zircaloy clad BPRAs create a
negligible radiation source. Therefore the stainless steel clad BPRAs are bounding.
SAS2H and ORIGEN-S were used to calculate a radiation source term for the TPDs and BPRAs.
In the ORIGEN-S calculations the cobalt-59 impurity level was conservatively assumed to be 0.8
gm/kg for stainless steel and 4.7 gm/kg for inconel. These calculations were performed by
irradiating the appropriate mass of steel and inconel using the flux calculated for the design basis
B&W 15x 15 fuel assembly. The mass of material in the regions above the active fuel zone was
scaled by the appropriate scaling factors listed in Table 5.2.10 in order to account for the reduced
flux levels above the fuel assembly. The total cunies of cobalt were calculated for the TPDs and
BPRAs as a function of burnup and cooling time. For burnups beyond 45,000 MWD/MTU, it
was assumed, for the purpose of the calculation, that the burned fuel assembly was replaced with
a fresh fuel assembly every 45,000 MWD/MTU. This was achieved in ORIGEN-S by resetting
the flux levels and cross sections to the 0 MWD/MTU condition after every 45,000 MWD/MTU.
Since the HI-STORM 100 cask system is designed to store many varieties of PWR fuel, a
bounding TPD and BPRA had to be determined for the purposes of the analysis. This was
accomplished by analyzing all of the BPRAs and TPDs (Westinghouse and B&W 14x 14 through
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17x17) found in references [5.2.5] and [5.2.7] to determine the TPD and BPRA which produced
the highest Cobalt-60 source term and decay heat for a specific burnup and cooling time. The
bounding TPD was determined to be the Westinghouse 17x17 guide tube plug and the bounding
BPRA was actually determined by combining the higher masses of the Westinghouse 17x17 and
15x 15 BPRAs into a singly hypothetical BPRA. The masses of this TPD and BPRA are listed in
Table 5.2.30. As mentioned above, reference [5.2.5] describes the Westinghouse 14x14 water
displacement guide tube plug as having a steel portion which extends into the active fuel zone.
This particular water displacement guide tube plug was analyzed and determined to be bounded
by the design basis TPD and BPRA.
Once the bounding BPRA and TPD were determined, the allowable Co-60 source and decay heat
from the BPRA and TPD were specified as: 141-50 curies Co-60 and 2.194-.7-• watts for each
TPD and 895 curies Co-60 and 14.4 watts for each BPRA. Table 5.2.31 shows the curies of Co60 that were calculated for BPRAs and TPDs in each region of the fuel assembly (e.g. incore,
plenum, top). An allowable burnup and cooling time, separate from the fuel assemblies, is used
for BPRAs and TPDs. These burnup and cooling times assure that the Cobalt-60 activity remains
below the allowable levels specified above. It should be noted that at very high bumups, greater
than 200,000 MWD/MTU the TPD Co-60 source actually decreases as the burnup continues to
increase. This is due to a decrease in the Cobalt-60 production rate as the initial Cobalt-59
impurity is being depleted. ..nse.v.tively, a.
.nstant
cooling timc has been sp..ificd for
burnups ffromf180,000 to 630,000 N4D!•MlTlU for-the TPD,.

Section 5.4.6 discusses the increase in the cask dose rates due to the insertion of BPRAs or TPDs
into fuel assemblies.
5.2.4.2

CRAs and APSRs

Control rod assemblies (CRAs) (including control element assemblies and rod cluster control
assemblies) and axial power shaping rod assemblies (APSRs) are an integral portion of a PWR
fuel assembly. These devices are utilized for many years (upwards of 20 years) prior to discharge
into the spent fuel pool. The manner in which the CRAs are utilized vary from plant to plant.
Some utilities maintain the CRAs fully withdrawn during normal operation while others may
operate with a bank of rods partially inserted (approximately 10%) during normal operation.
Even when fully withdrawn, the ends of the CRAs are present in the upper portion of the fuel
assembly since they are never fully removed from the fuel assembly during operation. The result
of the different operating styles is a variation in the source term for the CRAs. In all cases,
however, only the lower portion of the CRAs will be significantly activated. Therefore, when the
CRAs are stored with the PWR fuel assembly, the activated portion of the CRAs will be in the
lower portion of the cask. CRAs are fabricated of various materials. The cladding is typically
stainless steel, although inconel has been used. The absorber can be a single material or a
combination of materials. AglnCd is possibly the most common absorber although B 4 C in
aluminum is used, and hafnium has also been used. AgInCd produces a noticeable source term in
the 0.3-1.0 MeV range due to the activation of Ag. The source term from the other absorbers is
negligible, therefore the AgInCd CRAs are the bounding CRAs.
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Table 5.2.31
DESIGN BASIS COBALT-60 ACTIVITIES FOR BURNABLE POISON ROD
ASSEMBLIES AND THIMBLE PLUG DEVICES

Region
Upper End Fitting (curies Co-60)
Gas Plenum Spacer (curies Co-60)
Gas Plenum Springs (curies Co-60)
In-core (curies Co-60)

BPRA
32.7
5.0
8.9
848.4

TPD
71.12z-5.•225.59-04
44.44-5-.7-5
N/A
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per inch and neutron source per inch values of 1.08E+13 photons/s and 9.17E+5 neutrons/s for
40,000 MWD/MTU and 5 year cooling. These BWR design basis values were calculated by
dividing the total source strengths for 40,000 MWD/MTU and 5 year cooling by the active fuel
length of 144 inches. This comparison shows that the MOX fuel source terms are bound by the
design basis source terms. Therefore, no explicit analysis of dose rates is provided for MOX fuel.
Since the MOX fuel assemblies are Dresden Unit 1 6x6 assemblies, they can also be considered
as damaged fuel. Using the same methodology as described in Section 5.4.2.1, the source term
for the MOX fuel is calculated on a per inch basis assuming a post accident rubble height of 80
inches. The resulting gamma and neutron source strengths are 3.25E+12 photons/s and 4.21E+5
neutrons/s. These values are also bounded by the design basis fuel gamma source per inch and
neutron source per inch. Therefore, no explicit analysis of dose rates is provided for MOX fuel in
a post accident configuration.
5.4.6

Non-Fuel Hardware

As discussed in Section 5.2.4, non-fuel hardware in the form of BPRAs, TPDs, CRAs, and
APSRs are permitted for storage, integral with a PWR fuel assembly, in the HI-STORM 100
System. Since each of these devices occupy the same location within an assembly (i.e., the guide
tubes), only one of these devices will be present in a given assembly. ITTRs, which are installed
after core discharge and do not contain radioactive material, may also be stored in the assembly.
BPRAs, TPDs, and ITTRs are authorized for unrestricted storage in an MPC. The CRAs are
restricted to the center twelve locations in an MPC while the APSRs are restricted to the center
four locations in the MPC-24, MPC-24E, MPC-24EF and the center twelve locations in the
MPC-32. The calculation of the source term and a description of the bounding fuel devices was
provided in Section 5.2.4. The dose rate due to BPRAs and TPDs being stored in a fuel assembly
was explicitly calculated. Table 5.4.15 provides the dose rates at various locations on the surface
and one meter from the 100-ton HI-TRAC due to the BPRAs and TFPDs for the MPC-24 and
MPC-32. These results were added to the totals in the other table to provide the total dose rate
s that the dose rates frm BPRAs bound the side f the fcasm
with BPRAs. Table 5.4.15 irmdihater
TPDafifri te side and botto;n haeeetins,
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the top of
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The analyses in this chapter that consider presence of BPRAs assume that a full-length rod with
burnable poison is present in all principal locations. In reality, many BPRAs contain full-length
poison rods in some locations, and thimble rodlets in others. The burnup and cooling time
combinations listed in Table 2.1.25 for BPRAs and TPDs were selected to ensure the Co-60
activity of those devices is below the value of 895 Ci (BPRA) and 141-5-0 Ci (TPD). These
activities are used in the dose evaluations presented in this chapter. Apart from the total activity,
the axial distribution of the material in those devices is important for the dose rates. This axial
distribution is shown in Table 5.2.30 (masses) and 5.2.31 (activities). It can be observed from
Table 5.2.3 1, while TPDs have a lower overall activity, their activity in the upper end.fitting and
gas plenum region of the assembly is higher compared to that of the BPRAs. These activities
were used to calculate the dose rates in Table 5.4.15. The results in this table show that the
maximum dose effect for BPRAs is at the side of the cask, while the maximum dose effect of
TPDs is near and on the top of the cask. ,c.... .•.nhi, Table 5.4115 d,e.
s'
t..Rt thst cvc.n, near
and en the t.p.f th•- ask, t T-PD deses arc. b, .. ded by thc BPRA d... It is to be noted that
BPRAs with several thimble plugs may result higher dose rate near and on the top of the cask
than that reported in Table 5.4.15. However, the potential local increase in dose near and on the
top of the cask due the presence of several thimble plug rodlets instead of full length BPRA rods
would be more than compensated by the reduction of the dose from the side of the cask at larger
distances. Therefore, using BPRAs with all burnable poison rods in the analyses that demonstrate
compliance with the site boundary dose limits would be bounding, and hence the burnup and
cooling time combinations for BPRAs in Table 2.1.25 are conservative.
As discussed in Section 5.2.4, two different configurations were analyzed for CRAs and three
different configurations were analyzed for APSRs. The dose rate due to CRAs and APSRs was
explicitly calculated for dose locations around the 100-ton HI-TRAC. Tables 5.4.16 and 5.4.17
provide the results for the different configurations of CRAs and APSRs, respectively, in the
MPC-24 and MPC-32. These results indicate the dose rate on the radial surfaces of the overpack
due to the storage of these devices is less than the dose rate from BPRAs (except for the surface
dose rate at the bottom, where the value for the CRA is comparable to or higher than the value
from the BPRA, depending on the CRA configuration) and the dose rate out the top of the
overpack is essentially 0. The latter is due to the fact that CRAs and APSRs do not achieve
significant activation in the upper portion of the devices due to the manner in which they are
utilized during normal reactor operations. In contrast, the dose rate out the bottom of the
overpack is substantial due to these devices. However, these dose rates occur in an area (below
the pool lid and transfer doors) which is not normally occupied. Therefore, even though the dose
rates calculated (using a very conservative source term evaluation) are very high, they do not
pose a risk from an operations perspective because they are localized in nature. Section 5.1.1
provides additional discussion on the acceptability of the relatively high localized doses on the
bottom of the HI-TRACs.
It has to be noted that when twelve CRAs or APSRs are placed in a basket, not all of them are
shielded equally well: the components placed in the center four locations have a better shielding
than the eight components placed around them. The dose contribution per component will
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therefore be lower for components placed in the center four locations. It is therefore
recommended from an ALARA perspective to minimize the number of CRAs and APSRs per
basket if possible, and place the components close to the center of the basket.
5.4.7

Dresden Unit I Antimony-Beryllium Neutron Sources

Dresden Unit I has antimony-beryllium neutron sources which are placed in the water rod
location of their fuel assemblies. These sources are steel rods which contain a cylindrical
antimony-beryllium source which is 77.25 inches in length. The steel rod is approximately 95
inches in length. Information obtained from Dresden Unit I characterizes these sources in the
following manner: "About one-quarter pound of beryllium will be employed as a special neutron
source material. The beryllium produces neutrons upon gamma irradiation. The gamma rays for
the source at initial start-up will be provided by neutron-activated antimony (about 865 curies).
The source strength is approximately 1E+8 neutrons/second."
As stated above, beryllium produces neutrons through gamma irradiation and in this particular
case antimony is used as the gamma source. The threshold gamma energy for producing neutrons
from beryllium is 1.666 MeV. The outgoing neutron energy increases as the incident gamma
energy increases. Sb-124, which decays by Beta decay with a half life of 60.2 days, produces a
gamma of energy 1.69 MeV which is just energetic enough to produce a neutron from beryllium.
Approximately 54% of the Beta decays for Sb-124 produce gammas with energies greater than or
equal to 1.69 MeV. Therefore, the neutron production rate in the neutron source can be specified
as 5.8E-6 neutrons per gamma (I E+8/865/3.7E+10/0.54) with energy greater than 1.666 MeV or
1. 16E+5 neutrons/curie (I E+8/865) of Sb- 124.
With the short half life of 60.2 days all of the initial Sb-124 is decayed and any Sb-124 that was
produced while the neutron source was in the reactor is also decayed since these neutron sources
are assumed to have the same minimum cooling time as the Dresden 1 fuel assemblies (array
classes 6x6A, 6x6B, 6x6C, and 8x8A) of 18 years. Therefore, there are only two possible gamma
sources which can produce neutrons from this antimony-beryllium source. The first is the
gammas from the decay of fission products in the fuel assemblies in the MPC. The second
gamma source is from Sb-124 which is being produced in the MPC from neutron activation from
neutrons from the decay of fission products.
MCNP calculations were performed to determine the gamma source as a result of decay gammas
from fuel assemblies and Sb-124 activation. The calculations explicitly modeled the 6x6 fuel
assembly described in Table 5.2.2. A single fuel rod was removed and replaced by a guide tube.
In order to determine the amount of Sb-124 that is being activated from neutrons in the MPC it
was necessary to estimate the amount of antimony in the neutron source. The O.D. of the source
was assumed to be the I.D. of the steel rod encasing the source (0.345 in.). The length of the
source is 77.25 inches. The beryllium is assumed to be annular in shape encompassing the
antimony. Using the assumed O.D. of the beryllium and the mass and length, the I.D. of the
beryllium was calculated to be 0.24 inches. The antimony is assumed to be a solid cylinder with
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Table 5.4.15
DOSE RATES DUE TO BPRAs AND TPDs FROM THE 100-TON HI-TRAC
FOR NORMAL CONDITIONS
MPC-24

Dose Point
Location
1
2
3

BPRAs
TPDs
BPRAs
TPDs
(mrem/hr)
(mrem/hr)
(mrem/hr) I (mrem/hr)
ADJACENT TO THE 100-TON HI-TRAC
8.54
0.00
10.34
0.034247.24
0.08-3
292.75
0.1104
354.624-4-r
530.554--8.4
148.53

3 (temp)
4

MPC-32

_

_

68.15

225.50

158.515.2193.63
300.924064
124.50
+1
179.19
4 (outer)
31.33
76.482-7-445.02
5 (pool lid)
64.77
0.00
82.79
5 (transfer lid)
96.84
0.00
100.81
5 (t-outer)
21.47
0.00"
20.20
ONE METER FROM THE 100-TON HI-TRAC
1
32.48
0.510.•438.18
2
109.47
3.384-.2-0
129.85
3
49.43
109. 78349-3
67.05
3 (temp)
44.57
98.7334--0459.32
4
38.57
94.1043-3-7
53.20
5 (transfer lid)
39.13
0.00
46.33
5 (t-outer)
3.90
0.00
4.63

4

217.147-740
440.31456.4
4
110.9149-.--.4
0.03+
0.00
0.00
0.68-24
4.604-6-3
155.41&5-4-4138.0449-79
133.0847.49
0.00
0.00

Notes:
* Refer to Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.4 for dose locations.
* Dose location 3(temp) represents dose location 3 with temporary shielding installed.
* Dose location 4(outer) is the radial segment at dose location 4 which is 18-30 inches from the center of
the overpack.
" Dose location 5 (t-outer) is the radial segment at dose location 5 (transfer lid) which is 30-42 and 5466 inches from the center of the lid for the adjacent and one meter locations, respectively. The inner
radius of the HI-TRAC is 34.375 in. and the outer radius of the water jacket is 44.375 in.
* Dose rate based on no water within the MPC. For the majority of the duration that the HI-TRAC pool
lid is installed, the MPC cavity will be flooded with water. The water within the MPC greatly reduces
the dose rate.
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SUPPLEMENT 6.lH1: CRITICALITY EVALUATION OF THE MPC-68M
6.111.1 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
In conformance with the principles established in NUREG-1536 [6.111.1.1], 10CFR72.124
[6.111.1.2], and NUREG-0800 Section 9.1.2 [6.111.1.3], the results in this supplement demonstrate
that the effective multiplication factor (keff) of the HI-STORM 100 System with the MPC-68M,
including all biases and uncertainties evaluated with a 95% probability at the 95% confidence level,
does not exceed 0.95 under all credible normal, off-normal, and accident conditions.
Criticality safety of the HI-STORM 100 System with the MPC-68M depends on the following
principal design parameters:
" The inherent geometry of the fuel basket design of the MPC-68M;
" The incorporation of spatially distributed B-10 isotope in the Metamic-HT fuel basket structure.
Based on the tests for the neutron absorber content in Metamic-HT (see Appendix 1.11I.A and
Supplement 9.111), and consistent with the approach taken for Metamic (see Section 9.1.5.3.2),
90% of the minimum B-10 (B4C) content is credited in the analysis. With a specified minimum
B 4C content of 10 wt%, the concentration credited in the analysis is therefore 9 wt%.
The off-normal and accident conditions defined in Section 2.2 are applicable to the HI-STORM
System using the MPC-68M. These accidents are considered in Supplement 11.111 and have no
adverse effect on the design parameters important to criticality safety, except for the nonmechanistic tip-over event, which could result in limited plastic deformation of the basket.
However, a bounding basket deformation is already included in the criticality models for normal
conditions, and thus, from the criticality safety standpoint, the off-normal and accident conditions
are identical to those for normal conditions.
Results of the design basis criticality safety calculations for a single internally flooded HI-TRAC
transfer cask with full water reflection on all sides (limiting cases for the HI-STORM 100 System),
loaded with 4i'tae-undamagedfuel assemblies (see definition in Supplement 1.111) are listed in Table
6.111.1.1 and 6.111.1.4, conservatively evaluated for the worst combination of manufacturing
tolerances (as identified in Section 6.111.3), and including the calculational bias, uncertainties, and
calculational statistics. Table 6.1 1.1I provides the information for undamagedfiel without known
or suspecied cladding defects larger than pinhole leaks or hairline cracks, while Table 6.1111.4
provides informationfor low-enriched, channeled B WI7? undamagedfuel without known or suspected
grossly breached fuel rods. In addition, a result for a single internally dry (no moderator) HISTORM storage cask with full water reflection on all external surfaces of the overpack, including
the annulus region between the MPC and overpack, is listed in Table 6.111.1.2 to confirm the low
reactivity of the HI-STORM 100 System with an MPC-68M in storage. The maximum k~f for an
MPC-68M loaded with up to 16 DFCs is listed in Table 6.111. 1.3.

Evaluations and results presented in this chapter are supported by documented calculation package(s) [6.1H. 1.4].
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TABLE 6.111.1.2
REPRESENTATIVE keff VALUES FOR MPC-68M IN THE HI-STORM 100 OVERPACK
Fuel Assembly Class

Maximum Allowable
Planar-Average
Enrichment (wt% 235 U)

Maximum kefr

l0xl0A

4.8

0.3754

TABLE 6.111.1.3
BOUNDING MAXIMUM kfr VALUES FOR THE MPC-68M
WITH UP TO 16 DFCs
Fuel Assembly Class

Maximum Allowable
Planar-Average
Enrichment (wt% 134U)

Maximum kef

All BWR Classes except 8x8F,
9x9E/F, l0xl0F and 10xl0G

4.8

0.9408

8x8F, 9x9E/F and 1Ox 1OG

4.0

0.9131

lOxiOF

4.6

0.9362

TABLE 6.111.1.4
BOUVI)ING MAXIMUM kff0 VAL IUES FOR -HE
MPC-68M
WITH LOW ENRICHED, CHANNELED B WR FUEL

Fuel Assembly Class

Vaximunt Allowable PlanarAverage
Enrichment (wt% 235[j)

Maximum kjff

All B WR Classes

3.3-5

0.92669

Note: The results presented in Tables 6.I11.1.2-afd-, 6.111.1.3 and 6.111.1.4 above have an additional
bias of 0.0021 applied to the IOxl 0 fuel assembly classes to conservatively account for any potential
distributed enrichment effects. See Section 6.111.2.
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6.I11.2 SPENT FUEL LOADING
The BWR fuel assembly classes/arrays which are authorized for the MPC-68 are qualified for the
MPC-68M, except for the 6x6A, 6x6B, 6x6C, 7x7A, 8x8A, l0xl0D and lOxlOE. Additionally, the
MPC-68M is qualified for two new assembly classes, lOxiOF and lOxlOG. Information on those
classes is provided in Supplement 2.111, Table 2.111.3. Table 2.1.4 in Chapter 2 provides the
acceptable fuel characteristics for all other fuel array/class authorized for storage in the MPC-68M,
however fuel with planar-average initial enrichments up to 4.8 wt% 235U are authorized in the MPC68M.
BWR assemblies are specified in the Table 2.1.4 and Table 2.111.3 with a maximum planar-average
enrichment. The analyses presented in this chapter use a uniform enrichment, equal to the maximum
planar-average. Analyses presented in Appendix 6.B for the MPC-68 show that this is a
conservative approach, i.e. that a uniform enrichment bounds the planar-average enrichment in
terms of the maximum kclr. To confirm this for the higher enrichments analyzed here, additional
calculations were performed for the assembly class lOx lOA in the MPC-68M, and are presented in
Table 6.111.2.1 in comparison with the results for the uniform enrichment. Since the maximum
planar-average enrichment of 4.8 wt% 235U is above the actual enrichments of those assemblies,
actual (as-built) enrichment distributions are not available. Therefore, several bounding cases are
analyzed. Note that since the maximum planar-average enrichment of 4.8 wt% 235U is close to the
maximum rod enrichment of 5.0 wt% - 5U, the potential enrichment variations within the cross
section are somewhat limited. To maximize the differences in enrichment under these conditions,
the analyzed cases assume that about 50% of the rods in the cross section are at an enrichment of 5.0
wt% 235U, while the remainder of the rods are at an enrichment of about 4.6 wt%, resulting in an
average of 4.8 wt%. Calculations are performed for cross sections where all full-length and partlength, or only all full-length rods are present. For each case, two conditions are analyzed that places
the different enrichment in areas with different local fuel-to-water ratios. Specifically, one condition
places the higher enriched rods in locations where they are more surrounded by other rods, whereas
the other condition places them in locations where they are more surrounded by water, such as near
the water-rods or the periphery of the assembly. The results in Table 6.111.2.1 indicate that there may
be a potential positive reactivity effect (+0.0021) due to distributed enrichments. Therefore,
additional studies with distributed enrichments were performed and are presented in Table 6.111.2.2.
These include all cases from Appendix B (for 8x8 and 9x9 assembly types), now evaluated in the
MPC-68M, and additional cases for the I Ox I OG which has the highest reactivity of all assembly
classes. The cases from Appendix B show no statistically significant increase, and in most cases a
decrease in reactivity as a result of the distributed enrichment. However, the assembly class IOx IOG
also shows a slight increase for one of the cases (+0.0012). Note that the small positive reactivity
effect for the two 1Ox 10 assembly classes is likely due to the very conservative selection of enriched
rod locations used in the study (in the study they were placed close to the periphery and water rods,
locations that are unlikely for actual fuel assemblies but were selected for the study to cover
unknown rod patterns). Nevertheless, for conservatism an additional bias of 0.0021 is applied to the
results for all l0xl0 fuel assembly classes in Section 6.111.1, including the cases with damaged fuel
and low enriched channeled .fuel. Note that for the studies presented in the remainder of this
supplement this bias is not included since those studies focus on reactivity differences rather than
absolute values of keff.
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6.111.4 CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS
The calculations in this supplement use the same computer codes and methodologies that are used in
the main part of Chapter 6. Specifically, the conservative approach to model damaged fuel and fuel
debris, using arrays of bare fuel rods, is the same (see discussion in Subsection 6.111.4.1 below).
The basket design of the MPC-68M is essentially identical to that of the MPC-68, in respect to the
characteristics important to criticality safety. Specifically,
* The number and configuration of the cells for i-maect-undamaged and damaged fuel/fuel
debris are unchanged;
* The basket dimensions are essentially the same; and
* The same poison material (B4C) is used, but a larger 10B content in the basket walls.
The content is also the same, except for the following
* Higher enrichments are qualified, consistent with the higher 'OB content in the basket walls;
and
" Two additional fuel assembly types are analyzed, that are variations of existing types with
slightly different dimension.
To verify that the bounding fuel parameter variations analyzed in the MPC-68 are also applicable to
the MPC-68M, additional studies are performed and discussed in Subsection 6.111.4.2 below.
Due to the strong similarity in the basket design, the conclusions of the various studies presented in
the main part of this Chapter on the MPC-68 are directly applicable to the MPC-68M. Nevertheless,
to confirm this is also applicable to the MPC-68M, numerous studies with various moderation
conditions that conclude that the fully flooded basket is the bounding case are re-analyzed and
discussed in subsection 6.111.4.3. All analyzes are therefore performed under the following
condition:
" Basket, and DFCs as applicable, are fully flooded with pure water at the maximum density;
and
" Pellet-to-clad gaps of intaot-undamnagedassemblies are assumed flooded (see also discussion
in Subsection 6.111.4.2 below)
" All assemblies and DFCs are located eccentrically in the basket, closest to the center of the
basket.
Results for all design basis calculations are listed in Subsection 6.111.1. All maximum kfr values are
below the regulatory limit of 0.95.
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6.111.4.1

Damaned Fuel and Fuel Debris

For damaged fuel and fuel debris in the MPC-68M the same conservative approach is used as in the
main part of this chapter, see discussion in Section 6.4.4, specifically 6.4.4.2. Important aspects of
this approach that ensure its conservatisms are as follows:
" All damaged fuel and fuel debris must be in damaged fuel containers (DFCs), and located in
specifically designated cells on the periphery of the basket as specified in Table 2.1.22.
" A conservative model is used that bounds both damaged fuel and fuel debris. In other words,
damaged fuel is always conservatively modeled as fuel debris.
" The model consists of regular arrays of fuel rods without cladding. The rods pitch (array size) is
varied to determine the optimum moderation condition.
* latet-Undamagedand damaged fuel/fuel debris in the same basket have the same enrichment
limit, which may be different from the enrichment limit for ifaet-uundamaged fuel only.
" The results for loading with intaet-undamaged fuel only in Table 6.111.1.1 utilize different
enrichment limits for different assembly classes, to ensure that the maximum krf is always
below 0.95. It is therefore not possible to establish a single bounding assembly class/enrichment
combination to be used in all analyzes with damaged fuel/fuel debris. Therefore, and in order to
optimize the enrichment for the loading of int-aet-undamagedand damaged fuel/fuel debris for
each assembly class, int*wc-e-undamaged assemblies are grouped by enrichment limit, and the
intet u-ndamaged assembly with the highest maximum k1ff in each group is used for the
calculations together with damaged fuel/fuel debris. These are:
o intaet-Undamaged assemblies of 4.5 and 4.6 wt%: Assembly class lOxIOG. For the
calculations with iotaee-undamagedand damaged fuel, an enrichment of 4.0 wt% is used.
o 1A1taet-Undamaged assembly of 4.7 wt%: Assembly class lOxIOF. For the calculations
with intact-undamagedand damaged fuel, an enrichment of 4.6 wt% is used.
o IPnaet-Undamagedassembly of 4.8 wt%: Assembly class IOxI0A. For the calculations
with i.Aetet-undamaged and damaged fuel, an enrichment of 4.8 wt% is used.
" Consistent with the results in the main part of this chapter for the MPC-68, array sizes of lOxlO
and 1lx I1 show the optimum moderation condition. This is confirmed for iac-.t-undamaged
assembly classes lOxiOA and lOxIOG by evaluating all arrays from 3x3 to 17x17 rods. For
assembly class IOxIOF it is only confirmed that it is bounded by the cases with the IOxlOA class
(see Table 6.111.4.1).
6.111.4.2

Fuel Parameters and Parameter Variations

In the main part of the FSAR, extensive analyses of fuel dimensional variations have been
performed. These calculations demonstrate that the maximum reactivity corresponds to:
*
*
*
*
*

maximum active fuel length,
maximum fuel pellet diameter,
maximum fuel rod pitch,
minimum cladding outside diameter (OD),
maximum cladding inside diameter (ID),
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damaged fuel model in the DFCs. However, the damaged fuel model is conservatively based
on an optimum moderated array of bare fuel rods in water, and therefore representative of all
fuel types and therefore the fully flooded condition is bounding of the preferential flooding
condition.
6.111.4.4

Low Enriched, ChanneledBWR fitel

The calculations in this subsection show that low enriched, channeled BWR fuel with indeterminable
cladding condition is acceptable for loading in all storage locations of the MPC-68M without
placing those fuel assemblies into DFCs, hence classifying those assemblies as undamaged. The
main characteristicsthat must be assuredare:
* The channel is present and attachedto thefiiel assembly in the standardfashion, and
* The channel is essentially undamaged; and
* 2The
maximum planar average enrichment of the assembly is less than or equal to 3.3 wt%
3
5

U

This analysis covers older assemblies, where the cladding integrity is uncertain, and where a
verification of the cladding condition is prohibitive.An example of this type ofifiel is the so-called
CILC (Copper Induced Localized Corrosion)fitel, which has potential corrosion-induceddamaged
to the cladding but does not have grossly breachedspent fuel rods.
The presence of the essentially undamaged and attached channel confines the foel rods to a limited
volume and the low enrichment, requiredfor all assemblies in the MPC, limits the reactivity of the
fiel even under optimum moderation conditions. Due to the uncertain cladding condition, the
analysis of thisfitelfollows essentially the same approach as that for the Damaged Fuel and Fuel
Debris, i.e. bare fuel rod arrays of varying sizes are analyzed within the confines qf the channel.
This is an extremely conservative modeling approach.fnr this condition, since reconfigurationis not
expected and cladding would still be present. The results of this conservative analysis are listed in
Table 6.111.4.9 and show that the system remains below the regulatory limit with these assemblies in
all cells of the MPC-68M, without DFCs.
These results confirm that even with unknown cladding condition the maximum keff values are below
the regulatory limit when filly flooded and loaded with any of the B WR candidatefuel assemblies,
therefore ifthe cladding is not grossly breached and thefiel assembly is structurallysound it can be
consideredundamaged when loaded in an MPC-68M.
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TABLE 6.111.4.1
MAXIMUM keff VALUES IN THE MPC-68M WITH ITTACT-(UNDAMAGED)
AND DAMAGED FUEL/FUEL DEBRIS

Maximum klff,
Assembly
Bare Rod Array
inside the DFC

Classes 8x8F,
l0xi0G (4.0

Assembly Class
10xl0F (4.6 wt%)

All other assembly
classes (4.8 wt%)

wt%)
3x3

0.8985

n/ct

0.9267

6x6

0.9032

n/c

0.9295

8x8

0.9070

n/c

0.9344

9x9

0.9087

n/c

0.9371

10xlO

0.9110

n/c

0.9387

1lxil

0.9105

0.9341

0.9381

12x12

0.9099

n/c

0.9373

13x13

0.9084

n/c

0.9353

14x14

0.9075

n/c

0.9352

16x 16

0.9064

n/c

0.9335

17x17

0.9042

n/c

0.9328

Note: The results do not include the bias for distributed enrichments discussed in Section 6.111.2.

n/c = not calculated
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TABLE 6.111.4.9
MAIAXIMUM ket VALUES
IN THE MPC-68M WITH LOWENRICHED (3.3 wt%
2 5
3' U), CHANNELED,
BWR FUEL

Rod Array inside the Channel

Maximum keff

3x3

0.2045

6X6

0.7229

8x8

0.8900

9x9

0.9219

1Oxl0

0.9248

1 lxii

0.9065

]2x12

0.8689

13x] 3

0.8161

14x14

0.7562

16xl6

0.6653

]7x] 7

0.6449

/Note: The results do not include the biasfor distributedenrichments discussed in Section 6.II12
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6.I11.5 CRITICALITY BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
Same as in Section 6.5
6.I11.6 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Same as in Section 6.6
6.Ill.7 REFERENCES
[6.111.1.1]

NUREG-1536, Standard Review Plan for Dry Cask Storage Systems, USNRC,
Washington, D.C., January 1997.

[6.111.1.2]

IOCFR72.124, "Criteria For Nuclear Criticality Safety."

[6.111.1.3]

USNRC Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800, Section 9.1.2, Spent Fuel Storage, Rev.
2 - July 1981.

[6.111.1.4]

"HI-STAR
100 AND HI-STORM
100 ADDITIONAL
CRITICALITY
CALCULATIONS", Holtec Report HI-2012771 Rev.4-5-17 (proprietary)
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SUPPLEMENT 9.111
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM FOR THE MIPC-68M
9.III.0 INTRODUCTION
The main body of this chapter remains fully applicable for the HI-STORM 100 System using the
MPC-68M model fuel basket (with existing MPC enclosure vessel) except as described below.
Since the MPC-68M fuel basket is made entirely of Metamic-HT, the fabrication and inspection
standards as well as the welding differ from the standard stainless steel baskets in the other MPC
models. The MPC-68M model fuel basket is equipped with full length basket shims made
entirely of aluminum alloy.
9.111. 1 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
9.111.1.1

Fabrication and Non-Destructive Examination

The fabrication, inspection and testing on the MPC-68M fuel basket is performed in accordance
with the following fabrication controls and required inspections and the drawing in Section 1.5.
1. Materials of construction specified for the MPC-68M fuel basket (including fuel basket
and fuel basket shims) are identified in the drawing in Section 1.5. Metamic-HT panel
material shall be fabricated and certified wiihpr.cur.d with- .e.tifiction and supporting
documentation as required in this FSAR supplement.
2. Structuratleede welds shall be VT examined and repairedin accordance with written and
approved procedures for welding Metamic-HT.stisually examined in a. c rdacel w.th

ASME Section Kfl Division 1, Subsectien NG. Artil ýNG- 5360.a
-3Non structurfali/non code welds shall be visutally cxarninced in accor-dance with the
drawing in sceti-n 1.5.
4-3.Weld procedures and welder qualifications shall be in accordance with written and
approvedproceduresfor welding Metamic-HT.the dra-wing in Section 1A5•
4.~tmc~aL'cde
eld- defccts shall be r-emoved in accordance with the

require
ent f the ASME Code, Seetien MI, Subseetion NG, Article NG41150.
Following dcfcct r-emoval, the area shall be 4T- or PT- examinad to the acceptance
standards of A2'IE Sutbsection NG, NG 54300. The requirements fer- repair- welds and
subsequent r- inpcioshall be the samne as these r-equtired fer the originlflweld.
44.Non-structuraliein cede welds requiring weld repair shall be repaired in accordance with
written and approved procedures developed specifically for welding Metamic-HT or
basket shims as applicable, and in" a..or.dan.e with ASE, Section LX of AWS

DI.2iDI.2M and exam~ined after-repair in the same manner as the or-iginal weld.
9.111.1.2

Structural and Pressure Tests

Structural and pressure tests for the HI-STORM 100 System are discussed in the main body of
this chapter.
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Material Testing

9.111.1.3

Qualification tests on Metamic-HT specimens drawn from production runs shall be performed in
compliance with Table 9.111. 1 requirements to ensure that the manufactured panels shall render
their intended function. Testing shall be performed using written and approved procedures
consistent with the test methods documented in Holtec's test report [1.I11I.A.3].
To ensure the above test requirements are met a sampling plan based on the MIL Standard 105E

[9.111.1] is defined and incorporated in the Metamic-HT Manufacturing Manual's Shop
Operating Proedur-e 4TSOP 0•0 [1.1.1.4]. The 441L Stanad tcet protOeOlS arc selected te

maximize couipon populatien. The test plan has the following key attributes:
Ill

t

I

At the start et the Metainie T-prodefletin nine at the manuiactunne facilit,. the numbcr
cxsione
-f
eubjected to testing is based upoen th-e Tier1 I sample popuilation per- Table 9.1II.2
(T-rc .... pons fr..m each e. ..si ar.e
.. needed t. test the pro.per.y data in Table 9.1•1-3).
2.
if evcr~y one of the seven mechanical strength properties Fncets its r-espeetive 4GV VeAlue
gienTable 9.114.3, then the sutbjeet let of cxtmsions is determined to be aeeeptable.
I.

•

u

3.
if all tested eeupns in fi•v.e, enetive lots pass (i.e., each of the Seven pro

Table

ffII3
eetei its N4G;, requircmenfet) thenl the requir-ed coupo~n population can drop down to

the Tier: 2- a
oulation per Table 9.111.2.
4.
If alItsten ou.p
an' additiona. five onsecu.. .tive
lots pass, then the required coupon
pmpatian can drope doen to the Tier 3 sample population per Table 9.111.2.

S.
if all tested couon ina ddition-al ten eensecutivc lots pas then the r~equir-ed coupon
population ean dr-ep down14 toA the Tier 4 sample population per Table 9.116.2.
6.
if a coutpon fails with r-espect to any property, thien 4t ean be replaced by two eoupens
froma the slab that proedueed the failed couipon. if both of the r-eplacemenfet coutpons pass all of the
sev~en N4G; proeperties, then the lot can be aeccepted. if either-of the r-eplacemenit coeupons fails to
meet any, of the seven prprisUh-en the en~tir-e lot is r-ejeeted
The failure of any eeoupoea in a lot r-equires that Subsequent sampling be conducted per the Tier-1
sample population per-Table 9.111.2. A r-eduetion to Tier: 2, Tier-3, and Tier- 4 sample populations
in subsequent lots shall be based on the sampling plan descr-ibed -aboNve.Test results on all
materials shall be documented and become part of the final quality documentation package.
9.111.1.4

Component Tests

Component tests for the HI-STORM 100 System are discussed in the main body of this chapter.
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9.111.1.5

Shielding Integrity

The information in this section is moved to Section 9.fI1.2 below.
9.111.1.5.1

Neutron Absorber Manufacturing Requirements

The information in this section is moved to Section 9.111.2.1 below.

9.111.1.5.2

Neutron Absorber Manufacturing and Tests

The information in this section is moved to Section 9.111.2.2 below.

9.111.2

Shielding Integrity

9.III.2.1

Neutron Absorber Manufacturing Requirements

Essential characteristics of Metamic-HT are described in Appendi- A ef Supplement 1.III of this
FSAR. The manufacturing of Metamic-HT is governed by a set of quality validated-sh9e
procedures contained in a Manufacturing Manual [1 .III.A4].
The key constituents of Metamic-HT, namely aluminum powder and Boron Carbide powder are
procured under their respective purchasing specifications that define the required particle size
distributions and set down the prohibited materials & impurities, as well as tolerable level of
trace amounts of acceptable impurities.
As required by the procedures set down in its manufacturing manual [I.III.A.4], each panel of
Metamic-HT neutron absorber material shall be visually inspected for damage such as scratches,
cracks, burrs, presence of imbedded foreign materials, voids and discontinuities that could
significantly affect its functional effectiveness.
Metamic-HT panels will be manufactured according to a Holtec purchase specification that
incorporates all requirements set forth in this FSAR. The manufacturing of Metamic-HT is
subject to all quality assurance requirements under Holtec Intemational's NRC approved quality
program.
The tests conducted on Metamic-HT to establish the compliance of the manufactured panels with
Holtec's Purchasing Specification are intended to ensure that critical characteristicsof the final
product will meet the minimum guaranteed values (MGVs) in Appendix A to Supplement 1.111
of this FSAR. The tests are performed at both the raw material and manufactured panels stages
of production with the former serving as the insurer of the properties in the final product and the
latter serving the confirmatory function. The testing is conducted for each lot of raw material
andfinished panels as prevcribed in Table 9.111.1. A lot is defined asffollows:
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"Lot" means a population of an item that shares identicalattributes that are central to defining a
criticalperformance or operationalcharacteristicrequired of it. Thus, a lot of boron carbide
powder procured to a certified Purchasing Specification used in the manufacturing of MetamicHT is the bulk quantity of the powder that has the same particlesize distribution.A lot offinished
panels drawn firom a powder mix and manzufactured in an extrusion run have identical aluminum
and boron carbide characteristicsand the same extrusion conditions.
The following tests are peiformed (Yee Table 9.111.1):
(i)

Testing and certificationof powder material
"
*

"

(ii

All lots of aluminum and boron carbidepowder shall be certified to meet particle
size distribution and chemistiy requirements in [1.III.7].
All lots of B 4 C shall be certified as containingBoron with the minimum isotopic
B-10 per the boron carbide purchase specifications incorporated in the
Manufacturingmanual [1.111.4].
Homogenized mixtures of Al powder(s) and boron carbide powder(g) fi'om
traceable lots, preparedfio sinteringand billetforming operations,shall have the
minimum boron carbide wt% verified by wet chemistry testing of one samplefiom
each lot (f blended powders. The mixing/blending of the batch shall be controlled
via approvedprocedures.

Testing offinished panels
The number ofpanels subject to testing shall be governed by Table 9.111.2. The panels that
need to be tested per the statisticalprotocol of Table 9.111.2, hereafter referred to as test
panels, shall be subject to the Jollowing evaluations:
"
"

"

(iii)

The Metam ic-HT panels shall be tested for all mechanical properties in Table
1.111.2 in accordancewith Table 9 .11 .2 samplingplan.
The thickness of each panel will be measured using the procedure set down in
[1.111.4]. 7lie average measured value must meet the minimum basket wall
requirementsspecified in the Licensing drawings in Section 1.5.
One coupon.from each Metamic-HT manufactured lot shall be subject to neutron
attenuation testing to quantifi' the boron carbide contentfor compliance with the
minimum requirement in the MPC-68M licensing drawings in Section 1.5 using
written procedures.

Testing of Basket
Metamic-HT basket welds shall be tested/inspected as stated in Section 9.I1.1.1
using written procedures.

Each neutron absorberplate shall be visually inspected.for damage such as scratches, cracks,
burrs, fireign material embedded in the surfaces. voids, and delaminations. Panels are also
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visually inspected Jbr contamination on the surface as specified in the Manufacturing Manual
[1.111.4]. Panels not meeting the acceptance criteriawill be reworked or rejected. Unless basket
is fabricated at the same .factor), manufacturing Metamic-HT, all panels shall be inspected

bejbre being shipped to the cask manufacturingfacility where they may be subject to receipt
Table 9.111. I pr.vides a s.....a.' of the r.equired tests, their
inspection priorto installation.

frequence' and their- intended purpose. The terms "batch" and "lot- rcfe-rred to in Table 911
have the following mennsi he eontext of the manufactur-ing of Metamic H4T.
Let. A lot of B G or- of aluminum powder- is the bulk of material provided b5 the raw
G OFr
alinumfli, fi

. y har.a-e*ter..iation data sheet. A Lot 4f
matfrnia supplier;with a specifie prc.pe.

powder- is typically in excess of 5,000 lbs.

0 Batch: A batch of B4 C/Al1 mi* is made fromn a distincrt LoEt Of B4 C and- -Adi-stinct lot Of
aluminutm powder. Thus, a bat. h •.of mix annt have BG (fr A!) from more than ene lot. All
batches of mni

derived
......
.let. from the

e

of

+ and the same lot of ali

are..nsidered

"Isiter" batches.
A let of Mtamic HT: A !ct of Metami

H4T panels is the aggregate of Al sister- batches.

Xoee
The text in 9.111.2.2, printed in bold below, is incorporated into the HI STORM 100 CoC.by

r~eferenee (COC Appendix B, Section 3.2.9) and mfay met be deleted or atered inl anfy way
'Aithot prior b,ýG approeval 'iARCoG amnendment. The affected verbiage is, thercefere, shew
in bold type to distingaish it fromi other text.
9.111.2.2

Neutron Absorber Manmufacturfing and Tests.

Each plate of neutrona absor-ber shall be v~isually inspected for- damage such as scr-atches, craceks,
btin-s, peeled cladding, fcr-eign mfater-ial embedded ini the sur-faces, vo8ids, delamination, and
surface finish, as applicable.
NýiUEG/GR 5661 identifies the main r-eason fcr a penalty in the nieutroen absorber B 10 density
as the potential of nieutroen streaming due to non un-fcannities in the nleutronf absorber, And
reeeminends comfpr-ehensive acceptance tests to verify the pr-esence and uniiforfmity Of th
neutrona absorber for credits mor-e than 751%. Since a 901% cr-edit is taken for Metamic H4T-, the
followin cieiamst be satisfied:

The boroen car-bide powder- used in the mauatrnBf Mew&tmie H4T

F~ti-hake

stfffieient fine paniele size distribution to preclude neutron srenng
-The BGC content shall be 10 -A+17 (minimumn).
.- The-BC Powder- must be uniforfmly dispersed locally. i.e., must noet show any particl
aggloerfefation. This pr-eeludes neutron stfeatmin-.HOLTEC INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
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0-T

he--B.C powder must be unifor-mly dispersed maereseepieally, i.e., must have a
eensistcnt concentration througheut the entire nieutronf absorber: panel.
To ensure that the above rcgUirefemntS OrEB Met the. folloWing tests shatll be pcrfor-Mcd (see

All lots of boron ear-bide powder-shall be analyzed to meet particle size distribution
All lots of 8BGC-A41l be certified ais containing Bor-on with n minimum 18.31,4 of
isotopic B 10 per-the purehaise speeification.
Wlet ehemistry testing of a sample from each mixed batch shaill be performed to
ver-if,' the cor-rect ber-on ear-bide content of 10 wt%14 is attained. The mi-xing of the bateh is
eontr-ollcd via approved pr-ocedur-es.
T he thickiness of eaceh finail panel will be measur-ed in at least six places, with two at
one end, two at the other end aind two in the middle, and shown to meet themniu
basket wall thickness.
The measur-ements of BIG content, par-ticle size, thiekness, and uinifor-mity of 9 4Cdistribution (iAf wet chemistrsy test) shall be made using written and alpproved pr-ocedur-es.
if anv one of the above criter-ion is not met, the panel will not be used. if the Wet ehemistr:,
resltfo9 mixed batch do not meet the cr-iter-iR, all panels from the enltire mixed batch
will not be used. This ensures the required B4 C content of the m-Netamie ITT panels is
fiehieved-.
As addition al ver-ification, one coupon from each lot of Metaimie HT-(panels) shiall be tested
vietr-on attenuation testing to ver-ify the expected B,4 C-content is attained. The neutr-on
aittenuantion testing will be performed using a 1 inch diatmeter- ther-aln nieutronf betnil that is
cailibraited using a solid B4 C plate, and the results will be compaired to a known standar
whese B4 C- content has been checked and verified. This test shall be per-forimed to ver-ify,
the rcontinued acceptability of the manufaetving pr-ocess. The 9,C c-ontent attained by the1
neutron attenuation tests will be compared to the wet chemistry results. if a coupon falsthe neutron attenuation test, all panels from this lot will be rejected.
Each plate of neutr-on aibsor-ber- shall be ,,isuaklly inspected for- damage such aks scr-atches.
craceks, bur-rs, peeled claidding, for-eignt maiter-ial embedded in the sur-facles, voids, and
delaminations. Panels are also visually, inspected for- contamination onf the sur-face. Panels
not meeting the acceptance cr-iter-ia will be r-ejected. Panels ar-e inspected befor-e being
shipped to the caisk manufactur-ing facility and they, are subject to ain additional r-eeeipt
inspection pr-ior to installaition.
9.111.3

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
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Item Tested

Table 9.III. 1
Metamic-HT Testing Requirements
Property
Frequency of
Purpose of
Tested For
Test
Test
Particle size

B4 Cpowder

distribution

One sample per
lot

(raw material)
(see note 1)
Purity

One sample per
lot

Particle Size
Distribution

One sample per
lot

Purity

One sample per
lot

B4C Content
(by the wet
chemistry
method)
Thickness and
width,
straightness,
camber and
bow
Properties listed
in Table 9.Ist.3

One sample per
mixed/blended
powders
lotbt-eh

Al powder
(raw material)

B4C/AI

Mix

Finished
Metamic-HT
panel

by nten
(byeneuaton
tentin

testing)

Each Panel
Per Sampling
Plan
(see note 2)
One coupon
from each
Metamic-HT
manufactured
lot

To verify
material
supplier's data
sheet

Acceptance Criterion

Per Holtec's Purchase
Specification [1.111.7]

To verify
material
supplier's data
sheet
To verify
material
supplier's data
sheet
To verify
material
supplier's data
sheet
To ensure B4C
content
requirements
compliance

The B4C content in
accordance with the
drawing package in Section
1.5

To ensure
fabricability of
the basket

Per Holtec's Purchasing
Specification /1.111.7]

To ensure
structural
performance.
to

sure

ASTM C-750

Per Holtec's Purchase
Specification [1.111.7]
Must be 99% (min.) pure
aluminum

MGV per Table 9.111.3
The B4C content in
accordance with licensing
drawing in Section 1.5

Notes:
1. The B4C testing requirements apply if the raw material supplier is not in Holtec's Approved Vendor
List.
2. Sampling Plan (,4,-,4
10P)•4
is included in the Metamic-HT Manufacturing Manual [1 .III.A.4].
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Table 9.III.2
Tier Svstem for Counn Te~tinQ

Tier No.

1
2
3
4

tNote: T-hree

Numbert of Extrusions
Tested as a Percent of
Number of Extrusions in the
Lot
20
12.5
5
1

Number of Continuous Lots that
Must Pass to Drop Down to the
Next Tier
5
5
10
N/A

eoupens fromn eaek extnusien arc nieeded to measure the property data in

Note I.- 1f a coupon fails with respect to any MGV property, then it may he replaced by
two coupons from the extrusion that produced the failed coupon. 1[ both of the
replacement coupons pass the Jailed MGV propert, then the lot can be
accepted. if either of the replacement coupons is unsuccessfid in meeting the
failed MGV propert,, then the entire lot is rejected. As an alternative to
rejecting the entire lot, testing of the failed MGV value on all extrusions within
the lot is permitted to isolate acceptablepanels.
Note 2: Testing shall be moved up to the next tier Y'any MGVpropertyftdils in two
consecutive lots.
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Table 9.III.3
Minimum Guaranteed Values Required for Certification of Production Runs of Metamic-HT
(All testing performed at ambient temperature.)
Property

1
2
3
4...p

MGV

Yield Strength, ksi
Tensile Strength, ksi
Young's Modulus, ksi
Im

...
t

t....,.

Table 1.111.2A4 for MGV values
at ambient temperature

Latr•'al
T
Expansin, mi.s

7-4

Area Reduction, %
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